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SUMMARY
This study addresses the principal unresolved issues in conceptualizing
and measuring pilot workload and fatigue. These issues are seen as limiting
the development of more useful working concepts and techniques and their
application to systems engineering and management activities. A conceptual
analysis of pilot workload and fatigue, an overview and critique of approaches
to the assessment of these phenomena, and a discussion of current trends in
the management of unwanted workload and fatigue effects are presented. Refine-
ments and innovations in assessment methods are recommended for enhancing the
practical significance of workload and fatigue studies.
INTRODUCTION
In ordinary uncritical discourse, the phenomena referred to by "pilot
workload" and "fatigue" are easily distinguished. In its broadest and
simplest aspect, pilot workload refers to how much a pilot must do to perform
a specified flight operation. Fatigue is widely understood as a feeling of
tension or weariness, often accompanied by an obvious unwillingness or inabil-
ity to continue. However, when attempts are made to quantify the workload
imposed on a pilot by a particular aircraft design or operational procedure
or to assess the effects of fatigue on system performance, important unresolved
issues arise in regard to the more precise specification of workload and
fatigue concepts and to the adequacy of assessment criteria and techniques.
Pilot workload and fatigue are considered here in the context of com-
mercial flight operations and applications to system development studies, and
to operational activities concerned with the management of workload and
fatigue. The orientation of the study is practical, that is, interest is
centered on the potential impact of workload and fatigue on pilot well-being
and performance capability and on system effectiveness and operating con-
straints. The study addresses the principal unresolved issues in conceptual-
izing and measuring pilot workload and fatigue, which are seen as limiting
the development of more useful working concepts and techniques.
*Presently with Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, Calif. 94025.
The need for more sensitive and practicable techniques for assessing
pilot workload is widely recognized. In a study of the relationship between
workload and aircraft handling qualities, Westbrook et al. (ref. 1) provide
a generic requirement statement:
"If a reliable method were available to obtain a measure of workload
or stress, it is undoubtedly true that many of the anomalies in
handling qualities data could be explained. . . . The implications
on criteria for the design of new aircraft, their control systems
and their display instrumentation are obvious . . . . And yet this
capability of measuring, and understanding overall pilot workload
and thereby being able to utilize this knowledge in vehicle design
continues to elude us."
Such straightforward expressions of need are not as readily available for
fatigue. Following an extensive survey of medical and operational factors
that allegedly contribute to fatigue in commercial jet pilots, Schreuder
(ref. 2) acknowledged the complexity of the problem and the many difficulties
encountered in assessing its severity and extent. His conclusions, however,
were that "fatigue as ordinarily thought of and defined is not peculiar to
the pilot" and that "the occurrence of pilot fatigue as defined is not a com-
mon occurrence in the airline pilot, that in the same age bracket, the airline
pilot is healthier than the general male population, and that there is nothing
to indicate that flying the turbojet is deleterious to health. . . ."
In contrast to Schreuder's findings, studies of actual flight operations
(refs. 3-6) indicate that significant fatigue effects are often seen in com-
mercial airline operations. Mohler (ref. 7) has taken a more neutral position
suggesting that "fatigue should neither be dismissed as an unimportant entity
nor conveniently embrace'd as the culprit in various untoward situations in
air-carrier activities."
A review of the recent literature on workload and fatigue supports the
contention that there are important unresolved conceptual and practical issues
that currently limit the utility and acceptance of available data and assess-
ment techniques. The general intent here is to use excerpts from this liter-
ature to clarify these issues and to identify current trends toward their
resolution. The report begins with a consideration of the major differences
in the way workload and fatigue have been conceptualized. The ambiguity of
these concepts and their use in a variety of contexts to refer to clearly
different phenomena have often been noted. The resulting semantic confusion
has led to a diversity of investigative methods and to the publication of
apparently contradictory data.
The presentation of alternative workload and fatigue concepts ends with
a delineation of concept indicators, that is, the observable and measurable
variables that have been adopted or devised by various investigators to serve
as operational definitions for workload and fatigue or as measures for assess-
ing their effects. This delineation of concept indicators is followed by a
discussion of the important issues of operational relevance and practical
significance in contemporary studies of pilot workload and fatigue. This
section of the report contains a general critique of current trends in workload
and fatigue assessment techniques and is concerned with such assessments in
the context of system development studies.
In the next portion, the focus of the discussion shifts to the application
of assessment techniques to the management and control of unwanted workload and
fatigue effects that may occur after the system is operational. The role of
additional operational factors that may interact with workload and fatigue to
affect system effectiveness or individual well-being is also considered.
The report concludes with a synopsis of the issues discussed and a state-
ment of the conclusions reached regarding the factors contributing to the
limited utility and acceptance of workload and fatigue studies. Recommenda-
tions are presented for the development of more useful working concepts, for
refinements and innovations in assessment methods which would enhance their
practical significance, and a broader consideration of factors contributing
to fatigue.
CONCEPTS AND INDICATORS
There is no consensus among scientists or practitioners in the concep-
tualization of either workload or fatigue. Ratcliffe's (ref. 8) reaction to
this lack of agreement with respect to workload was to state that he was
prepared to accept "any definition of workload not in conflict with common
English usage and which lends itself to measurement." The vague, multiple,
and conflicting usages of the fatigue concept have encountered even less
acceptance. Following an unsuccessful effort to devise a simple and effective
test for fatigue, Musico (ref. 9) concluded that there was no simple condition
or state that could be clearly distinguished and labeled as fatigue. He then
suggested that the term be abandoned altogether and that each component of the
fatigue concept be labeled and referred to with its own word.
In this report, we are obviously not abandoning the terms workload and
fatigue and we will not argue for the adoption of any particular concep-
tualization. One of the central concerns of the study, however, is to dis-
tinguish the principal differences in the way workload and fatigue phenomena
are conceptualized and to identify the more specific phenomena referred to
when these terms are used, that is, the concept referents. To facilitate the
discussion, "workload" and "fatigue" are used as shorthand names or labels
for the potentially specifiable sets of referents which serve to define these
concepts; different sets of referents are thus construed as different ways of
conceptualizing (or defining) workload and fatigue.
This section simply identifies the major differences represented in both
the traditional and more contemporary uses of these terms. The workload and
fatigue concepts presented here represent alternative ways of focusing on
phenomena of interest to an investigator. While these alternative foci are
deliberately chosen by investigators, they are not always explicitly identified
when the concept labels are used; relationships between the concept and the
phenomena examined here are often not clearly established.
The phenomena actually examined in studies purporting to deal with work-
load and fatigue, that is, the observable variables on which data are taken,
are here referred to generally as indicators. Klausner (ref. 10) defines an
indicator as "a term which gives an instruction about where to look for
observable evidence about the concept referent." For example, the overt and
observable slowing or disorganization of performance may be used as an indi-
cator of a comparatively inaccessible central or subjective state concep-
tualized as fatigue. As an elaboration of the workload and fatigue concepts
distinguished here, a set of indicators associated with each concept is
extracted from the literature to further illustrate their range and character.
Excerpts from the literature are used only to provide examples of concept
referents and indicators. A full exposition of any particular author's con-
ceptualization of workload or fatigue is beyond the scope of this discussion.
(For a more complete discussion of these concepts, the interested reader
should consult the references cited.)
Workload
At a recent interagency conference on aircraft crew system design, Jahns
(ref. 11) surveyed the origins of operator workload concepts and found it
useful to characterize workload as "an integrative concept for evaluating the
effects on the human operator associated with the multiple stresses occurring
within man-machine environments." Jahns proposed to partition this broad
conception of workload into three functionally related components: input
load, operator effort, and work result. With some minor changes in termi-
nology, this classification scheme is adopted for workload here.
Not surprisingly, the broader and more inclusive conceptualizations of
workload are most visible at conferences and symposia. For example, Benson
(ref. 12) emphasized the integrative nature of workload concept and was
willing to include such factors as environmental stressors and sleep loss, as
well as the flying task, as components of workload. While these broader con-
ceptions are considered useful for indicating the range and diversity of work-
load referents, the purpose here is to outline the principal ways in which
investigators have elected to restrict the use of the term, and these more
limited notions are discussed below.
Workload as a set of task demands— The common attribute of task demand
concepts of workload is the use of the term to refer to requirements for task
performance which can be specified without reference to any operator response
or effort actually applied to satisfy these requirements. The distinction
between demands, as such, and any actual operator response (or any operator
capabilities, readiness, etc., considered necessary for an effective response)
is a very important one. One approach to the treatment of workload as demand
is exemplified by Klein's (ref. 13) attempt to quantify and predict "'design
specific' instantaneous workload levels imposed upon the pilot while in
flight." In distinguishing this approach from traditional workload
quantification methods, Klein emphasized that "workload is addressed from the
standpoint of predicting human performance requirements as demanded by the
system in its operational environment rather than from the standpoint of
measurement of human responses to those demands."
The application of task analysis techniques within a designated system-
mission-environment context to determine task performance requirements is a
familiar and widely used human factors practice. A less familiar approach to
the specification of task demands has been suggested by Gartner et al.
(ref. 14) in their study of the requirement for providing more realistic
representations of crew workload in flight simulation studies. This approach
calls for a stimulus-oriented definition of crew workload which does not allow
demands to be stated in terms of the crew performance required to meet a
demand or of any related task characteristics (such as the time required for
task completion).
Gartner et al. proposed that demands be more strictly distinguished as
inputs to the crew, which serve, directly or indirectly, to establish crew
performance objectives or to represent operational conditions and events
which, in an actual flight situation, would be expected to initiate crew
activity or modify ongoing crew responses. Task demands are identified using
functional criteria, that is, they are inputs that operate as response
programs or as action requirements for the crew, as illustrated by the
following examples:
"Response programs may be construed as preplanned or previously
established performance objectives and/or guides which govern the
execution of anticipated crew tasks. Two obvious examples are
(1) flight plans specifying route segments, headings to be flown,
etc., and (2) precalculated climb profiles in the form of altitude
vs. airspeed schedules. Action requirements are the more
immediate, and often more dynamic, conditions and events which
'demand' some sort of crew response when they occur in the ongoing
flight situation. Some general examples here include specific ATC
control instructions, command instrument readouts, and aircraft
and/or subsystem operating states."
The foregoing distinction between response and stimulus-oriented expres-
sions of task demands has been stressed because it is considered to underlie
some of the problems in workload assessment and practical application dis-
cussed later, and because different kinds of demands are often confounded.
For example, system-oriented and situation-specific demands are often confused
with perceived demands (an operator response) or with the behavioral or
psychophysiological demands imposed on an operator by an assigned task. The
task demand concept is closely related to Jahn's (ref. 11) input load com-
ponent of workload, which he defines, operationally, as "a vector (L) of
input data which must be transformed by the operator into a vector (P) of
output data to satisfy a specified performance criterion function and/or
maintain a homeostatic operator state." This input load characterization of
task demands would also seem to fit a variety of operator-loading concepts
that distinguish one or more sensory channels or modalities as important to
task performance, and address such concerns as channel capacity, perceptual
overload, etc. For example, in his review of task load, Hartman (ref. 15)
defined load as "the sum of all requirements imposed on the operator at any
instant by the system," and later distinguished load as the number of infor-
mation channels affecting' operator performance.
The defining feature of demand-oriented expressions of workload, for pur-
poses of this discussion, is simply that they be free of any dependence on
considerations of operator response or response capabilities. In view of the
apparent difficulties in sustaining this distinction in practice, it would
seem advisable to associate demand only with input or stimulus-oriented
variables and to reserve workload for the response-oriented variables.
Workload as effort— The focus of this conceptualization of workload is
on how much an operator has to do and/or how hard he must work to satisfy a
specified set of demands. A general characterization of this concept of work-
load has been given by Cooper and Harper (ref. 16): "The term 'workload' is
intended to convey the amount of effort and attention, both physical and
mental, that the pilot must provide to attain a given level of performance."
The focus on operator effort and the apparent necessity to distinguish between
physical and mental effort are widely accepted elements of the workload con-
cept. Jenny et al. (ref. 17) use the concept to refer to "the level of effort
required to perform a given activity or complex of tasks." In their study,
the level of effort is regarded as "an imprecise term denoting an internal
condition or process which, with the exception of purely muscular activities,
cannot be measured directly."
A somewhat different emphasis is provided by Welford (ref. 18, p. 262) in
characterizing effort as "the intensity with which action is carried out. A
man may work either more or less hard at a job." Here the emphasis shifts
from effort required to a consideration of the effort a human operator
actually does exert in the performance of a task. As a unique variant of
this approach to effort, Ryan (ref. 19) insists on an experiential focus:
"By effort I mean first of all the experiences of the individual as
he works. He feels at one time that he is 'working hard', at
another that he is 'working slowly and easily.' Effort also
includes the experience of difficulty in maintaining one's atten-
tion upon a boring task, and the strain or stress in performing an
unpleasant or distasteful job. However, Ryan then notes that the
degree of effort reported by a worker would not provide an accurate
or reliable assessment of effort, and considered muscular poten-
tials during task performance to be a more useful indicator."
Note the readiness with which effort is redefined in terms of an internal
state or neuromuscular condition. In his elaboration of the operator-effort
component of workload, Jahns (ref. 11) emphasizes the operator's readiness to
respond and identifies such factors as "experience, motivation and set,
physiological readiness, psychophysical factors, as well as the general back-
ground and personality of the operator" as determinants of this operator
state. However, the narrower focus is on the overt expression of this readi-
ness in an undefined effort expenditure. Associations to energy expenditure,
level of activation, or the costs of meeting task demands are commonly found
in effort-oriented formulations of workload, and these associations account
for the close tie-in to the use of physiological indicators.
The concept of effort is most often used simply to refer to how hard a
man is working and not to actual task performance or to the difficulty or
demands of the task. Singleton (ref. 20) has argued for the separation of
performance and effort by invoking the familiar observation that "an operator
may be performing better in one of two tasks compared in an experiment because
he is trying harder rather than because one task is easier than the other."
Whatever it is that occurs when a man works harder is referred to as effort.
Workload as activity or accomplishment— This conceptualization of work-
load applies to actual task performance or the products of this activity. It
is often used in operational studies of the effects of operating procedures
or system design on aircrew performance. An example is provided by a work-
sampling study of flight-crew activities during short-haul jet transport
operations (ref. 21). After characterizing pilot workload as an elusive and
nebulous term, the approach adopted was to define workload in terms of the
total activity of the captain and copilot in performing such tasks as flight-
path control, vigilance, communications, navigation, and system operation
during each phase of an actual flight.
The actual activities engaged in by crew members have also been used as
workload referents in long-term studies of crew performance factors. For
example, Cantrell and Hartman (ref. 22) recorded typical flight-crew activi-
ties over 20 consecutive days, including off-duty and administrative activi-
ties, as well as those carried out in flight. Howitt (ref. 23) found it
convenient to distinguish three time periods in his classification of work-
load:
"(i) immediate workload: i.e., the workload experienced over any
particular short period of time. . . .; (ii) duty-day workload:
i.e., the sum total of the short-term workload experienced during
a working day; (iii) long-term workload: i.e., the effect of
sequences of working days over a particular roster pattern which
would include such things as sleep patterns and time zone changes."
Fatigue
At the close of a symposium on fatigue, Welford (ref. 24) presented a
good summary statement of the recurring theme that the central difficulty in
dealing effectively with the problem of fatigue is one of definition. To the
man in the street, according to Welford, fatigue means a subjective state
following some kind of physical or mental strain;-to the physiologist, it
means some kind of reduction of response following more or less prolonged
activity. The psychologist is placed in the middle and charged with the
responsibility of tackling the problem of fatigue in practical human affairs.
Unfortunately, the psychologist often evades this responsibility by dismissing
fatigue as unscientific or by redefining the phenomenon of interest.
Many contemporary investigators have elected to accept Musico's (ref. 9)
proposal to abandon the use of the fatigue concept, but others continue to
view it as necessary and useful. Welford (ref. 18, p. 241) notes that
"difficulties have led some to wish to abandon the term 'fatigue.' Yet there
is a need for a term to cover those changes in performance which take place
over a period of time during which some part of the mechanism, whether
sensory, central, or muscular, becomes chronically overloaded." Hartley
(ref. 25) develops the position that the inherent utility of the concept will
be realized only when it is clearly distinguished from such considerations as
the situations in which it occurs, the bodily mechanisms underlying the
expression of fatigue, and the effects of fatigue on performance, work output,
etc. However, it will be apparent in the following overview of fatigue con-
cepts that such phenomena have not been excluded from more restrictive
definitions of fatigue and that considerable diversity in the contemporary
use of the term remains.
Fatigue as a feeling of weariness or tiredness— This conceptualization
of fatigue has been characterized by Bartley (ref. 25) as experiential or
sensory-cognitive. Factor analytic studies (refs. 26 and 27) indicate that
the sensation of fatigue has three major components: (1) bodily tiredness
and drowsiness, (2) weakened motivation or concentration toward the tasks,
and (3) a group of physical complaints pertaining to psychosomatic disorders.
Experiential concepts seem to be favored in operational studies of fatigue
wherein extensive use is made of subjective assessments (refs. 28 and 29).
In his review of operational studies, Schreuder (ref. 2) elaborates on
the subjective aspects of fatigue to suggest that "the ordinary sense of
weariness which the pilot subjectively feels after a hard day's work should
not be labeled as fatigue." Schreuder would insist on a level of intensity
of this feeling of weariness "which is in excess of the expected normal
fatigue and which is cumulative and of such amount as to alter the pilot's
judgment and ability." Other investigators are satisfied with more global
and unqualified definitions. For Yoshitake (ref. 30), "the feeling of
fatigue signifies overall unpleasantness experienced by workers, and is not
quite the same as complaints of symptoms of fatigue."
Fatigue as a clinical syndrome— In clinical practice, subjective com-
plaints (as behavior rather than feeling) and/or specified sets of signs and
symptoms are regarded as_ useful working definitions for fatigue. Mohler
(ref. 7) has outlined an extensive list of signs and symptoms for both
physical and mental fatigue, with the physical signs expressed primarily in
terms of physiological functions (e.g., decreased blood glucose, increased
lag in pupillary response, instability of neuromuscular coordination) and
the mental symptoms in terms of psychogenic and emotional dysfunction (e.g.,
increased irritability and intolerance, tendency to depression and with-
drawal, decreased sex drive). The familiar distinctions between acute and
chronic fatigue also derive primarily from clinical practice.
Hartman (ref. 31) suggests a three-category classification of fatigue,
characterizing acute fatigue as that normally occurring between a pair of
sleep periods, and cumulative fatigue as occurring over a period of days or
weeks as a result of inadequate recovery from successive periods of acute
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fatigue. Hartman adopts a description of chronic fatigue as a "psychoneurotic
syndrome characterized by difficulty in committing oneself to an active or
aggressive course of action, and by a generalized withdrawal or retreat from
conflict which is intolerable for situational or personality reasons."
Fatigue as performance decrement or skill impairment— Concept referents
in this category, like the clinical signs and symptoms just cited, are often
treated as indicators or effects of fatigue rather than a distinguishable
state. Some investigators feel that it is unnecessary to postulate the
existence of hypothetical states and processes that underlie or mediate
fatigue phenomena, and prefer to use the term to refer to observable changes
in task performance or behavior. An'example is provided by Bartlett (ref. 32);
"Fatigue is a term used to cover all those determinable changes in
the expression of an activity which can be traced to the continuing
exercise of that activity under its normal operational conditions,
and which can be shown to lead, either to deterioration in the
expression of that activity, or, more simply, to results within the
activity that are not wanted."
A more formal expression of these changes in performance is provided by
Hull's development of the reactive-inhibition construct. His behavioral
restatement of Spearman's general law of fatigue (ref. 33) and Pavlov's con-
cepts of conditioned inhibition (ref. 34) is as follows: "Whenever any
reaction is evoked in an organism there is left a condition or state which
acts as a primary, negative motivation in that it has an innate capacity to
produce a cessation of the activity which produced the state ... we shall
call this state or condition reactive inhibition" (ref. 35, p. 278).
Subsequently, Hull (ref. 35) noted that fatigue was to be understood in
this context as "denoting a decrement in action evocation potentiality, rather
than an exhaustion of the energy available to the reacting organ." Contempo-
rary treatments of fatigue in terms of performance decrement, diminished
readiness or capacity to respond, or impaired efficiency may be construed as
variants of this basic process.
One of the more interesting variants is Bartlett's concept of skill
fatigue. On the basis of studies of pilot performance in the Cambridge
Psychological Laboratory, Bartlett (ref. 36) suggests that "it is necessary to
draw a broad distinction between fatigue produced by continued hard physical
work and that produced by work which calls for little continuous muscular
effort, but demands persistent concentration and a high degree of skill."
Skill fatigue, also distinguished from mental fatigue, was said to occur when
a task, such as piloting a plane, required complex, coordinated, and accu-
rately timed activities. In later Cambridge studies (ref. 37), deterioration
of skilled performance was apparent after about 2-1/2 to 3 hr of simulated
flying, manifesting primarily as a progressive lowering of standards of
performance, missing important information displays, and gross miss-timing
of interrelated control actions.
Fatigue as a neuTophysiological condition or state— In traditional or
classical studies, fatigue was referred to a particular neuromuscular site
(i.e., to specific motor units, muscle groups, organs, tissue structures) and
then defined in terms of specific biochemical and/or response capability
changes. This comparatively narrow focus is now generally recognized as only
one aspect of fatigue, as indicated by Basmajian (ref. 38, p. 81) in a dis-
cussion of neuromuscular fatigue as a special instance of a more general
condition:
"I shall observe, at once, the traditional and necessary warning that
fatigue is a complex phenomenon and perhaps a complex of numerous
phenomena. The fatigue of strenuous effort is probably quite
different from the weariness felt after a long day's routine
sedentary work. Undoubtedly, the following types exist: emotional
fatigue, central nervous system fatigue, 'general' fatigue, and
peripheral neuromuscular fatigue of special kinds."
Examples of the focus on peripheral fatigue mechanisms are provided by
the work of Tsaneva and Markov (ref. 39) on permeability changes in synaptic
membranes (presumably governed by feedback regulation originating in metabolic
changes in the working organ) and by Welford's (ref. 18, p. 261) concept of
fatigue as local neural impairment. Welford'-s" theory is based on the tra-
ditional assumption that "some group of nerve cells concerned with the per-
formance that fatigues, or with some essential link in it, becomes insensitive
or unresponsive through continued activity." When fatigue is considered as a
more complex phenomenon, the question arises as to where fatigue actually
occurs, that is, should it be referred to the total person (or organism) or
localized in some specific neurophysiological structure or function?
Grandjean (ref. 40) shares the view of many investigators that fatigue is
a central neurophysiological condition and would locate it in the central
nervous system—more specifically, in the brain-stem reticular activiation
system: "In the light of present neurophysiological knowledge, we may
consider fatigue as a state of the central nervous system induced by a pro-
longed activity and fundamentally controlled by the antagonistic activity of
the activating and inhibitory systems of the brain stem."
Grandjean's conceptualization of fatigue as a condition of the central
nervous system is based on early studies of the role of the brain-stem
reticular formation in producing and maintaining various levels of inactivity,
arousal, and activation (refs. 41-43). Beginning with Duffy (ref. 44), other
investigators have assembled evidence that the degree of activation of an
organism is a major variable in a wide range of behavioral processes related
to fatigue (refs. 45 and 46). Duffy has reviewed a number of studies indi-
cating that activation level affects the speed, intensity, and coordination
of responses, but notes that "the effect of any given degree of activation
upon performance appears to vary with a number of factors, including the
nature of the task to be performed and certain characteristics of the
individual" (ref. 47, p. 194).
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Welford (ref. 18, p. 247) has also suggested that fatigue is a central
phenomenon and attempts to integrate the comparatively less accessible con-
dition of mental fatigue with the more readily observed neuromuscular fatigue
condition:
"It appears that in the intact organism changes in the muscles
brought about by prolonged or repeated contractions can, according
to circumstances, have one of two limiting effects. Either the
muscles themselves become temporarily incapable of further con-
traction or the condition of the muscles produces afferent stimuli
and these in turn affect the central mechanisms and lead to the
cessation of efferent impulses. ... If the term 'mental
fatigue1 is to have a meaning in line with that of neuromuscular
fatigue, it must denote the impairment of some brain mechanism as
a result of long continued use. The impairment must be reversible
in the sense that it disappears with rest, and may take the form
of lowered sensitivity or responsiveness of capacity."
Welford suggests that this definition permits a distinction to be made
between mental fatigue and such other central conditions as adaptation,
habituation, and monotony or boredom, which also lead to a decrement in
performance over time. However, Thompson and Spencer (ref. 48) see no sig-
nificant differences in operational definitions of reactive inhibition,
habituation, and central fatigue. Tidwell and Button (ref. 49) note the
relationship of monotony and boredom to fatigue and cite the different view-
points of investigators concerning these phenomena. Some consider boredom
to be a component of fatigue, and others treat it as a distinct phenomenon
with distinctive causal factors. Grandjean (ref. 50) expresses the popular
view that monotony and boredom are components of the fatigue condition and
are related to the task situation: "if the work load is too heavy, fatigue
due to physical or mental effort is to be expected; if the worker is under-
loaded or forced to conduct repetitive work, fatigue due to monotony will be
produced."
Hartmann (ref. 51) distinguishes between physical and mental fatigue and
hypothesizes a relationship to sleep: physical fatigue represents a need for
slow wave sleep (SWS) and mental fatigue represents a need for desynchronized
(D), or REM, sleep. Physical fatigue typically follows a day of "physical
activity, sport, or mixed physical-intellectual activity without worry or
anxiety." Mental fatigue typically follows a day of "emotional stress or a
day of hard, not entirely pleasant, intellectual work or intellectual plus
emotional work" (ref. 51, p. 125). Hartmann- indicates that, although physical
fatigue produces no definite mental changes, mental fatigue produces dis-
comfort, irritability, anger, lack of energy, inability to concentrate, loss
of social adaptiveness, and loss of ability for careful patterning or long-
term planning. After reviewing a large data base (e.g., on the physiology and
chemistry of sleep, sleep deprivation, dreaming, age changes, and long and
short sleepers), Hartmann concludes that the function of synchronized (S)
sleep is anabolism and synthesis of macromolecules to be used partially in
the functions of D sleep; the functions of D sleep are repair, reorganization,
and formation of new connections in the cortex and the catecholamine systems
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ascending to the cortex required for optimal attention mechanisms, secondary
process, and self guidance during waking.
Fatigue as a level of energy expenditure— The energistic approach to
fatigue focuses on the costs of protracted effort, whether mental or physical,
in terms of the energy investments or transformations required to sustain it.
This approach is both traditional and contemporary. Janet (ref. 52) used the
concept of force mentale, roughly equivalent to a form of mental energy, to
account for the individual's capacity for making decisions and facing new
situations. According to this concept, decision-making becomes difficult and
imposed choices lead to functional disorder as fatigue develops.
A more recent formulation of the energistic approach characterizes
fatigue as a psychophysiological process of energy utilization (ref. 53):
"The term fatigue is applied in this review to denote a normal
psychophysiological process, which starts immediately after the
beginning of any physical or mental activity and consists of the
utilization of the body's energy stores, the accumulation of the
breakdown products, and the activation of adaptive mechanisms which
maintain the homeostasis of the organism."
In his work, Dukes-Dobos (ref. 53) sets aside subjective feelings of
fatigue (which can occur in the absence of activity or stress) and performance
effects (which cannot be reliably associated with the fatigue process) and
chooses to focus on the urinary excretion of proteins, electrolytes, simple
compounds, and hormones as indicators of energy expenditure. An energy
utilization approach has also been applied to studies of muscular fatigue.
The.energy utilization process during muscular work has been summarized as
follows:
"The energy for muscular activity can be supplied either by the
anaerobic process with the accumulation of lactic acid, the product
of glycogen breakdown; or by the aerobic process, when the oxygen
intake balances the extra oxygen requirements for the given work-
load. Short bursts of high intensity work are done anaerobically
and prolonged, sustained work is done aerobically. ... At the
onset of the exercise, the aerobic work prevails first, which is
evidenced by very low lactic acid in the blood. During progressive
increase in the work load, energy is released to cope with this
extra amount of work, and the anaerobic process begins to compensate
for this, thus causing oxygen debt" (ref. 54, p. 71).
Cameron (ref. 29) considers the term fatigue to be no more than a useful
descriptive term for a generalized stress response over a period of time:
"The human stress response is generalized in character, involving
the whole system of biological emergency mechanisms. Since it
implies, by definition, an abnormal demand on the energy resources
of the system, it is fatiguing. The degree of fatigue experienced
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may depend to some extent on the level of the stress response, but
will depend primarily on -its duration."
Cameron emphasizes that he is not recommending conceptualization of
fatigue in simple energistic terms—which he considers inappropriate for
dealing with a complex biological process. The duration of the stress
response, not necessarily the duration of the stressful conditions, is con-
sidered to be the critical variable, and he argues that the length of time
needed to return to a normal arousal level (of biological emergency mechanisms)
is an index of the severity of fatigue resulting from the state.
McFarland (ref. 55) has criticized the focus on physiological factors in
fatigue, citing the familiar arguments that effects observed in the laboratory
(e.g., high lactic acid levels in the blood) are not always found in actual
work'situations, that other factors often influence energy reserves and
utilization capacities (e.g., physical condition and motivation), and that the
metabolic costs of mental work are very slight. Characterizations of the
pilot's job as predominantly cognitive, and not physical or muscular, are
frequently cited to question the relevance of physiological factors, especially
those derived from studies of heavy physical work.
In the preceding discussion of fatigue as a neurophysiological condition,
a number of investigators have argued that the degree of activation of an
individual plays a major role in a wide range of behavior processes (cf.
ref. 56). Here it is relevant to note that in 1962, Duffy (ref. 47) defined
the level of activation as the extent of release of the stored energy of the
organism through metabolic activity in the tissues. However, in an earlier
formulation, she provided a more wholistic characterization of energy levels
and one better suited to the energistic approach being distinguished here:
"By 'energy level' I refer to the degree of mobilization of energy
within the individual which Cannon found to be very high during the
excited 'emotions'; or to what Freeman has defined as 'the general
organic background (neuro-glandular-muscular) which operates to
sustain and energize overt phasic response. . . .' Changes in
energy level, in degree of organization of responses, and in con-
scious state occur in a continuum. . . . Extremes in the
continuum are readily identifed as 'emotion1; intermediate points
offer difficulty in identification" (ref. 57).
Scott's review (ref. 56) of applications of activation theory to task
design provides a good overview of how Duffy's (ref. 57) continuum of changes
in energy level can be used to account for and integrate an impressive number
of empirical observations of fatigue phenomena (e.g., performance decrement,
motivational drift, impairment of efficiency, low productivity, subjective
complaints of exhaustion and boredom). A clear focus on the higher order
construct of energy mobilization and channeling in the individual, rather than
the localization and reduction of this process to metabolic activities in
particular muscles or tissues, is considered essential to the achievement of-
this integration.
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The further development and explication of this focus on energetic
processes in the individual should not be misconstrued in terms of the out-
dated controversy between "vitalist" and "mechanistic" viewpoints in science;
a renewal of the search for the elan vital is not being suggested. However,
an unbiased review of the controversial notions of life energy developed by
Wilhelm Reich (ref. 58) might prove stimulating, especially in light of recent
developments in bioenergetics (ref. 59). As a biological discipline, bio-
energetics is currently focused on cellular and molecular processes. However,
the implications are clear that all organic structures and functions can
potentially be modeled and understood as energy transformations. "Energy is
required to create the very complexity of form of a living organism. . . .
Living organisms are rich in information, which can be regarded as a form of
energy" (ref. 59, p. 13).
Delineation of Workload and Fatigue Indicators
The different ways of conceptualizing workload and fatigue outlined in
the foregoing discussion can be construed as the filters through which various
investigators prefer to view phenomena of interest. When such higher order
constructs as task demand, effort, central neurophysiological state, level of
energy expenditure, etc., are adopted in empirical studies of these phenomena,
it becomes necessary to further elaborate these concepts in terms of observable
events and processes, that is, to identify the observable and measurable
variables accepted by the investigator as indicators of workload or fatigue.
In this section, the consideration of alternative workload and fatigue
concepts is concluded with a delineation of the concept indicators that have
been used in contemporary studies. Indicators for workload are listed and
categorized in table I. A reference to the literature is given (in parenthe-
ses) for each indicator listed to direct the interested reader to a published
study that will provide an example or a discussion of how the indicator has
been used.
Observable variables used to indicate fatigue are listed in table II,
using the same general format. One of the common features in the concep-
tualization of workload and fatigue is that fatigue is often seen as a conse-
quence of prolonged activity or exertion.. It is not surprising, then, that
in some instances fatigue indicators are similar to those listed for workload.
The task requirement/input category is not applicable to fatigue; however,
some elements common to both workload and fatigue are apparent in task
performance, behavioral, psychophysiological, and affective indicators.
The treatment of fatigue as a consequence or concommitant of workload
has been noted by Welford (ref. 18), who views both mental and neuromuscular
fatigue as effects of loading. Hartley (ref. 25, p. 15) also implies this
relationship. While insisting that "fatigue is a condition of the individual
and is not to be defined in terms of external situations or even work prod-
ucts," he considers energy expenditure, paced performance, prolonged activity,
and demands on particular body mechanisms to be typically fatigue-producing.
There is, however, a difference in emphasis (see the indicators listed in
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TABLE I.- DELINEATION OF WORKLOAD INDICATORS
Task requirements
input
1. Task requirements
by flight segment
(ref. 60).
2. Task completion
time vs. time available
(ref. 61).
3. Task-time stress
index (ref. 13).
4. Crew task demand
elements (ref. 14).
5. Number of input
channels and signal
rate (ref. 15).
6. Amount of task
information available
and index of quality
(ref. 62).
Task performance
1 . Record of actual
crew activities by
flight segment
(ref. 21).
2. Accuracy of qual-
ity of primary task
performance (ref.63).
3. Speed and task
completion time
(ref. 64).
4. Average duration
of task elements
(ref. 62).
5. Accuracy or qual-
ity of secondary
task performance
(ref. 65).
6. Probability of
target acquisition
(ref. 66).
7. Threshold for
detectable error
(ref. 67).
8. Completeness
and accuracy
(ref. 17).
Behavioral
1. Finger tremor
(ref. 68).
2. Critical fusion
frequency (ref. 69).
3. Eye movements
and fixations
(ref. 70).
4. Intonations of
speech (ref. 71).
5. Pilot evaluation of
handling qualities
(ref. 16).
6. Pilot evaluation
of task difficulty
(ref. 72).
7. Cognitive, per-
ceptual, psycho-
motor, and sensory
task performance
(ref. 17).
Psychophysiological
1 . Heart rate
(ref. 73).
2. Electrical activity
of the brain, EEC
(ref. 74).
3. Muscle activity
or tension, EMG
(ref. 73).
4. Skin resistance,
GSR (ref. 75).
5. Blood pressure
(ref. 76).
6. Sinus arrhythmia
(ref. 77).
7. Evoked cortical
potential (ref. 64).
8. Urinary excretion
of catecholamines,
metabolites, electro-
lytes, and simple
compounds (ref. 78).
9. Parotid fluid ex-
cretions (ref. 79).
10. Pupil size
(ref. 80).
11. Relative meta-
bolic rate (ref. 81).
12. Oxygen uptake
(ref. 81).
13. Ventilatory rate
(ref. 82).
14. Level of activa-
tion (ref. 47).
15. Combination
of patterns of 1-13
above (refs. 83-85).
Affective
1. Self ratings of per-
ceived exertion
(ref. 86).
2. Operator-preferred
levels of work inten-
sity (ref. 86).
3. Direct estimates
of task difficulty and
tension (ref. 17).
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TABLE II.- DELINEATION OF FATIGUE INDICATORS
Task performance Behavioral Psychophysiological Affective
1. Production rate or pro-
ductivity (ref. 87).
2. Irregularities in timing
of actions (ref. 18).
3. Disorganization of skill
or proficiency (ref. 37).
4. Reduction of speed of
task performance (ref. 20),
5. Decrease in precision
or accuracy of perform-
ance (ref. 7).
6. Accuracy or quality of
secondary task perform-
ance (ref. 88).
1. Sensory or perceptual
changes (ref. 18).
2. Slowing of psycho-
motor performance
(ref. 18).
3. Blink value or ratio
(ref. 89).
4. Critical fusion fre-
quency, CFF (ref. 90).
5. Handwriting pressure,
tapping pressure, and
speed of finger movement
(ref. 91).
6. Disintegration of com-
plex action patterns
(ref. 92).
7. Sustained concentra-
tion of attention
(ref. 93).
8. Tapping rates
(ref. 50).
9. Eye movements
(ref. 94).
10. Finger tremor
(ref. 68).
11. Blocking (ref. 95).
12. Withdrawl, decreased
sexuality, insomnia, etc.
(ref. 7).
13. Personality traits of
extroversion or surgency
(ref. 96).
1. Excretion of urinary
metabolites (ref. 53).
2. Circulatory strain
(ref. 97).
3. Lactic acid levels in
the blood (ref. 54).
4. Rectal temperature
(ref. 98).
5. Muscular tension or
contraction (ref. 99).
6. Ocular muscle strain
(ref. 100).
7. Percentage of alpha
rhythms in EEC (ref. 101)
8. Blood condition
(ref. 3).
9. Neuromuscular excita-
bility (ref. 3).
10. Disturbances of visual
function (ref. 102).
1. Self ratings of fatigue
feelings (ref. 103).
2. Complaints of irritability,
depression, vague psycho-
somatic disorders, etc.
(ref. 2).
3. Feelings of impotence
(ref. 104).
4. Complaints of eye strain
or discomfort (ref. 105).
5. D^ect estimation of
fatigue state (ref. 17).
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table II). Generally, fatigue indicators are more clearly and directly
focused on the condition of the individual, and the range of conditions of
interest is extended, notably in the behavioral category, to include long-term
or chronic effects on the individual's well-being and social adjustment, as
well as effects on task-related performance capabilities. This difference in
emphasis may be related to different conceptions of the connection between
fatigue and workload. Cameron (ref. 29), for example, contends that "changes
within the individual which are independent of workload appear to be of
greater significance than the effects of continued performance." The role of
factors other than task demands or task loading on system operations and pilot
well-being is discussed later.
ASSESSMENT OF WORKLOAD AND FATIGUE IN PILOT-SYSTEM INTEGRATION STUDIES
In the preceding conceptual analysis, the complex and multi-dimensional
character of pilot workload and fatigue phenomena was clearly indicated. In
turning to the practical concerns of measurement and the interpretation of
workload and fatigue assessment data, this complexity will be seen to underlie
many difficulties in the applicability of workload and fatigue studies to
operationally meaningful task performance. Kelley and Prosin (ref. 106)
characterized the attempt to assess human performance for complex operational
tasks as "an exceedingly difficult and frequently impossible undertaking."
They then stated the central issue as follows:
"The fundamental question is what to measure and why. . . . The
more knowledgeable the investigator the more formidable the
problem appears. Those unsophisticated in the measurement field
gather measurements by some available means, assuming that the
variance in the scores they gather represents a meaningful varia-
tion in task performance. The experienced investigator knows that
such measurement variance need not and frequently does not repre-
sent the truly significant parameters of variation in a complex
task."
In consideration of the assessment problem, the focus here is on practical
applications, and the fundamental question of "what to measure and why" is
addressed in that context. In this section, workload and fatigue assessments
are considered with regard to the objectives and requirements of research
studies conducted in support of system development'and operational evaluation.
An examination of workload and fatigue assessment techniques applicable to
management practices.applied after the system is operational is presented
under "Management of Workload and Fatigue."
The major practical concerns during system development are to make the
conceptual distinctions that achieve the clearest focus on the phenomena of
interest, and to adopt or develop assessment techniques that will satisfy the
requirements, resource constraints, and data interpretation objectives of a
particular study. Criteria are needed for the selection of workload and
fatigue indicators, for judging the utility or suitability of alternative
measurement techniques, and for assessing the applicability of the data
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obtained. This section begins with a brief discussion of the criteria adopted
for establishing the usefulness or applicability of workload and fatigue con-
cepts and techniques. An overview and a critique of current trends in the
assessment of pilot workload and fatigue are then presented.
Assessment Objectives
The development studies of interest here are those that attempt to
establish or evaluate system design concepts on the basis of pilot factors
(i.e., their capabilities, limitations, acceptance attitudes, well-being).
These pilot factor studies may also be concerned with the pilot roles, skills,
attitudes, performance aids, etc., required to achieve an optimum matching of
pilot characteristics with already established system design and operating
constraints. Within the context of such studies, the assessment of workload
and fatigue has been directed toward such diverse objectives as: (1) estab-
lishing or contrasting the demands imposed on an individual pilot or crew by
alternative system or component designs, flight plans, environmental condi-
tions, operating procedures, regulatory practices, etc.; (2) relating
observed or projected levels of workload or fatigue to theoretical or empiri-
cally established limits on pilot or crew performance capabilities or to
their ability to cope with additional or unexpected task demands; (3) deter-
mining the immediate and long-term effects of sustained, effective task
performance on pilot proficiency, morale, health, personality, etc.; and
(4) establishing functional relationships between task demands and effort
required or the effectiveness of various effort investment strategies.
In these studies, the basic issue of "what to measure and why" is often
resolved by selecting concept indicators and measures, not because they are
specific to a particular workload or fatigue concept but because they are
theoretically interesting, or simply because they are easy to record and seem
to be sensitive to independent variables of interest to the investigator. It
is likely that indicator and measure selections will continue to be made on
the basis of ad hoe criteria and to be greatly influenced by differences in
the preferences and interests of individual investigators until more formal
assessment criteria are established. In the practical context of pilot task
performance, the prospects for achieving any sort of consensus on such
criteria are not good. At the close of a conference on methodology in the
assessment of complex operator performance in aerospace systems, Chiles
(ref. 107) reported the general conclusions of the conferees that meaningful
criteria for judging the predictive validity of concepts and measures have
not yet been identified in "all but the conceptually simplest of operational
systems" and that "we generally lack the empirical or theoretical structure
necessary to specify what system variables should be measured."
The criteria adopted for the subsequent critique of assessment techniques
are simply the characteristics of these techniques which are important to the
achievement of assessment objectives. Four major criteria were distinguished:
(1) clarity of focus, (2) operational relevance, (3) practical significance,
and (4) pilot acceptance. Such considerations as feasibility, state of the
art in measurement technology, costs, convenience, etc., are also acknowl-
edged as important criteria but are not given special emphasis here.
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Clarity of focus— This attribute refers generally to how well the
selected indicators or measures serve to clearly distinguish the phenomena of
interest. The filters through which we choose to view workload and fatigue
are established initially by the concept referents we are willing to accept,
that is, by the way we resolve the semantic issues raised in the Introduction.
The concept indicators listed in tables I and II further elaborate these con-
cepts necessary to identify measurable events and processes.
Using clarity of focus as a criterion for distinguishing useful workload
and fatigue assessment techniques does not require that the selected indi-
cators and measures, whether used singly or in combination, be widely accepted
or formally established as operational definitions for these concepts. How-
ever, it does require that clear distinctions be made among the alternative
concept referents considered under "Concepts and Indicators" (e.g., task
demands, effort, feelings, energy levels) and between these phenomena and such
related phenomena as conditions in the task environment, situational stressors,
personality variables, or the wide range of acute and chronic effects attri-
buted to workload or fatigue.
Operational relevance— Chapanis (ref. 108) recently addressed this
issue, and his remarks provide an appropriate statement of emphasis for
discussion: "In our attempts to relate experimental criteria to systems
criteria, I do not think that we should be persuaded by logic, intuition or
appeals to our common sense. If there are connections between our experi-
mental variables and the things that we want to measure about systems, these
connections should themselves be demonstrable and measurable."
Chiles (ref. 109) also noted that explicit consideration of these con-
nections is not often attempted in the context of interest here: "When the
topic of interest is the real world of work as represented by systems such as
those found in aviation, the extrapolative chain that must be constructed to
get from the typical experimental situation to the task confronting the pilot
or air traffic controller is truly formidable . . . and probably seldom
justified."
Chiles offers two reasons for this unfortunate state of affairs. The
first relates to the often-noted problem that many researchers of human
factors and ergonomic problems find it difficult to break away from the
traditional concerns and methodologies of the academic environment which do
not clearly relate to operational situations. However, more pertinent to
this discussion is Chiles' second reason: "the reluctance on the part of the
researcher to deal with experimental tasks that approximate the level of
complexity of the demands placed on the human operator as a part of the man-
machine system."
In most instances, the inadequate representation of operational demands
is primarily a matter of limitations in the analysis of system functions and
pilot tasks of interest, and may be due to inadequacies in available system
data (e.g., for new systems) or simply to resource constraints (time and
money) imposed on the study. However, operational relevance is considered to
be an essential criterion for the assessment of pilot workload and fatigue,
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and this requires both the identification of actual task demands and the
specification of functional relationships between these demands and the con-
cepts, indicators, measures, and procedures employed in the research setting.
Practical sign-if-icance— This criterion requires that the selected work-
load and assessment techniques be sensitive to operationally meaningful dif-
ferences in independent variables and produce data that are clearly related to
the practical issues addressed in pilot factor studies.
A directly related issue is the question of how the practical signifi-
cance of the data is to be established — that is the second component of
this criterion. It is suggested, with De Jong (ref. 110), that potential
contributions to system effectiveness or to the well-being of individuals
participating in system operations are the appropriate basis for judging
practical significance. This criterion reaches beyond the question of oper-
ational relevance to consider the actual impact of measured levels of workload
or fatigue on the quality of system performance and on the psychological and
physiological well-being of individuals affected by system operations.
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Figure 1.- Schematic overview of
factors affecting system effec-
tiveness and individual well-
being.
The intended distinctions between
clarity of focus, operational rele-
vance, and practical significance are
illustrated in figure 1. Task per-
formance is shown as being responsive
to a set of task demand inputs spe-
cific to a particular operational
mission and flight situation; task-
specific performance capabilities
(i.e., skills and proficiency) and
motivation are represented as the
principal variables affecting task
performance (actual pilot activity in
response to task demands). Note that
fatigue is shown here as only one of
the potential effects of task per-
formance on the pilot and that it is
directly affected by personal (e.g.,
fitness, personality) and inter-
personal (e.g., role concepts, manage-
ment policies) factors.
The clarity-of-focus criterion is concerned with how clearly workload and
fatigue variables are isolated for study, without losing sight of their inter-
actions with other variables operating in the system context of interest.
Operational relevance would then address the questions of how well the phe-
nomena examined in the research setting correspond to those occurring in
actual system operations and environments. However, the consideration of
relevance does not necessarily extend to effects on system performance or the
interactions of these effects with an unspecified set of other factors that
also contribute to system effectiveness and well-being. Practical significance
thus begins where clarity of focus and operational relevance typically end,
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that is, with the effects of pilot performance and his condition on what the
system actually does (or can do) and the consequent impact on system effec-
tiveness and individual well-being.
Figure 1 is of interest as much for its identification of factors that
typically are not considered in workload and fatigue studies as it is for
distinguishing those that are. The intent of this broad characterization is
simply to interrelate the factors underlying practical significance and to
illustrate the complexity of the problem of establishing functional relation-
ships between workload and fatigue variables. Methodological studies
addressing the general issue of relating human-performance assessment to the
larger context of system performance have been undertaken (e.g., ref. Ill),
but presently this issue is largely unresolved.
Pilot acceptance— The final criterion to be considered establishes two
important constraints on the equipment and procedures used to assess workload
and fatigue: (1) the measurement technique must not interfere with ongoing
primary task performance and (2) the techniques applied must not evoke
negative pilot acceptance attitudes. These constraints are especially
important where data are taken in actual flight situations, and they are also
important in flight simulation and laboratory studies where pilots are asked
to participate as experimental subjects or evaluators.
The noninterference constraint is important not only for obvious safety-
of-flight considerations but also to assure that the assessment process does
not itself operate to modify or disturb the phenomena of interest. Inter-
ference can range from the subtle effects of the pilot's awareness that his
performance is being evaluated to the more obvious distortions in task per-
formance which can arise when, for example, a control technique or style is
imposed on the pilot by the study design, or when side tasks are added for
assessment purposes. The use of encumbering or uncomfortable data-collection
devices (e.g., head-mounted cameras, posture-restraining apparatus, intrusive
physiological sensors) are also obvious as potential sources of interference.
Since interference with task performance or the use of encumbering
measurement apparatus may also be a source of negative acceptance attitudes,
the criterion being distinguished here is generally referred to as pilot
acceptance. Other potential sources of negative acceptance must also be
considered and include such factors as unrealistic task demands, inadequate
simulation of aircraft handling qualities or environmental effects, the use of
operationally meaningless psychological tests or questionnaire items, annoying
preflight preparation procedures, and difficult or tiresome data-recording
requirements. These potentially troublesome conditions cannot always be
avoided, of course, but the possibilities for significant influence on the
pilot's behavior or condition which might confound the data obtained must be
carefully considered.
Overview and Critique of Workload Assessment Techniques
Using the criteria just discussed, the utility and applicability of cur-
rent trends in the assessment of pilot workload are now presented. An
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in-depth presentation and critique of specific applications is beyond the
scope of this study, and the reader is referred to the references cited. For
example, a good overview of the advantages and limitations of workload assess-
ment techniques applied to the comparison of alternative system design con-
cepts is available in Beyer's (ref. 112) review of display evaluation .studies.
The intention here is to identify the major assessment techniques currently in
use and to provide a general critique of their suitability for pilot-system
integration studies.
Analytic determinations of task demands— Any attempt to delineate
system, flight operation, situation-specific pilot performance requirements,
or stimuli governing task performance may be construed as an analysis of task
demands whenever it satisfies one important constraint: task demands must not
be confused with actual task performance or with assumptions regarding the
psychological or physiological effort or resources required to satisfy such
demands. This constraint is often ignored, but when it is observed, the
delineation of task demands represents a direct attempt to achieve clarity of
focus and operational relevance in workload studies. Task demand analyses are
typically carried out within the context of a flight profile (or mission),
structure and entail an analysis of the pilot's participation in such system
functions as flight management, vehicle control, navigation, subsystem
control, and communications (ref. 14).
Computer simulations of flight operations and crew activity (refs. 13,
60, and 113) , based on mission analysis, have greatly expanded the number and
complexity of system performance parameters that can be treated in deriving
workload or task loading estimates and predictions. The limitations of the
analytic approach are those of any modeling or simulation technique which
necessarily entails the selective extraction of system characteristics or
environmental phenomena for representation in the model. However, this
selection process is deliberate and the connections to the system can, in
principle if not in practice, be made explicit.
In applications to pilot-factor studies, the attempt to distinguish
demands as system attributes that are independent of pilot-task performance
factors is considered essential to both the operational relevance of such
studies and to the clear interpretation of study results. For example,
demands may be held constant while specific system features intended to reduce
workload (e.g., display design, procedures, control techniques) are varied.
Moreover, when demands are distinguished from pilot performance factors,
studies can 'be carefully controlled so that the separate and interacting
effects of these two variables can be assessed.
Task performance assessments of pilot effort— The focus of system
design evaluations and, indeed, of attempts to assess the demands imposed on
the pilot or crew by alternative design configurations or operational employ-
ment concepts is often on effort, that is, on how hard the pilot has to work
or how much of his total capacity he must apply to a task or system function.
In the study cited earlier (ref. 60), for example, workload was assessed as
the total time a given operator channel (visual, cognitive, motor, etc.) or
combination of channels is used during a flight segment of interest. The most
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direct-approach to the assessment of pilot effort would appear to be the
measurement of system-relevant task performance in the context of actual
flight operations or a high-fidelity simulation of task demands. However,
Cooper and Harper (ref. 16) noted the difficulties with this approach:
"A significant difficulty arises here in that, first, the tasks
selected for measuring performance may not demand of the pilot all
that the real mission demands, especially in items of distractions,
auxiliary tasks, and pilot stress . . . (second) the pilot is an
adaptive controller whose goal (when he is so instructed) is to
achieve good performance. In a specific task he is capable of
attaining essentially the same performance for a wide range of
vehicle characteristics, at the expense of significant reductions
in his capacity to assume other duties. ... In the third place,
it is difficult, if not impossible, at the present time to measure
all important aspects of. pilot performance. Encouraging results
have been obtained in specific instances — wherein good correlation
has been obtained between measurement of physical effort executed
by the pilot (i.e., integral of pilot control displacement, force,
etc.) and pilot ratings. In such cases, it must be assumed that
differences in mental effort and attention were not significant."
The familiar argument that task performance measures provide an inade-
quate basis for evaluating alternative system design concepts was taken by
Spyker et al. (ref. 85) as a point of departure for their attempts to develop
an improved index of pilot workload:
"An evaluation procedure which relies exclusively on performance
measures in inadequate. That is, a pilot with one configuration
may work twice as hard as he does with another, yet achieve equal
performance for both. Thus, one can conclude that the pilot's
capabilities were unequally taxed and that his inequality was not
detected by a performance measurement."
The central limitation here appears to be sensitivity, that is, task
performance measures do not readily distinguish operationally meaningful
differences in the effort associated with variations in task demand. More-
over, the costs of acceptable and sustained task performance in terms of
either energy investment or spare capacity are not disclosed by such
measures. Finally, cognitive strain (mental effort) occurring during task
performance is not assessed. As a general consequence, the pilot's ability
to deal with nonroutine events or emergency situations cannot be assessed and
the onset of serious performance decrement cannot be predicted.
Psychophysiological assessment of effort— Many investigators (refs. 20
and 83) are willing to accept psychophysiological reactions as more or less
direct reflections or concommitants of variations in physical and mental
effort. With respect to physical work, highly direct relationships have been
demonstrated. Citing numerous studies conducted since 1962, Streimer
(ref. 114) finds:
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"that in self-paced aerobic work which is not thermally, environmen-
tally or psychologically stressed, direct and linear relationships
exist between energy input levels and work output levels. . . .
The reliability of these relationships has been such that, despite
alterations produced in the oxygen-pulse ratio by various muscle
group involvements, a number of relationships have been posited
which may be employed in the evaluation of such factors as work
load levels, relative task difficulties, operator physical con-
dition, equipment comparisons. . . ."
When the perceptual-cognitive character of flight management tasks is
considered, these relationships are not so clearly and directly established.
As Kelley and Prosin (ref. 106) noted:
"Psychophysiological parameters also hold promise for measuring a
single task variable that permits one to compare and scale very
different kinds of tasks. As yet, psychophysiological parameters
have not proved highly sensitive to task variables other than
physical work and to motivation, emotion or stress, but this may
just mean that the appropriate measuring instruments or techniques
are not yet developed."
Kalsbeek (refs. 77 and 115) reported on one parameter that appeared to
overcome this sensitivity limitation and to provide an improved clarity of
focus for mental effort. This parameter — sinus arrhythmia — is described
by Kalsbeek (ref. 115) as follows:
"The normal heart rhythm of healthy subjects during rest is irregu-
lar. This irregularity can show a beat variation equal to ten
beats per minute and more. This phenomenon is referred to in the
medical literature as sinus arrhythmia. Physical workload such as
walking on a treadmill or stretching out an arm increases the mean
heart frequency and diminishes the irregularity of the rest value.
Mental workload also diminishes the irregularity of the rest value
but does not change the mean heart frequency."
Laboratory studies (ref. 77) have shown that the irregularity of the
heart-rate pattern tended to disappear as a function of the number of signals
per minute subjects were required to cope with in a perceptual-motor task. In
a flight simulation study (ref. 115), the suppression of sinus arrhythmia
clearly differentiated flight segments representing varying task demands
(e.g., level flight, holding, approach).
A series of papers presented at a recent symposium on heart-rate varia-
bility indicates the difficulty, however, in quantifying the change in cardiac
response and relating it to mental load. Rolfe (ref. 116) contends that the
problem is in the development of techniques to process and analyze the data.
Sayers (ref. 117) and others suggest that heart-rate variability is not a
reliable measure. Sayers related spontaneous variability of heart rate to
three major physiological factors: quasi-oscillatory fluctuations thought to
arise in blood-pressure control, variable frequency oscillations due to
thermal regulation, and respiration. Sayers concluded that "it seems likely
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that the positive conclusion will be reached that recourse to simpler measures
of sinus arrhythmia should be regarded as no longer adequate or appropriate."
Benson et al. (ref. 84) cited individual differences in physiological
reaction as an important qualification in their attempts to distinguish task
demands, and found it necessary to use combined measures:
"In situations where intra-subject comparison of the physiological
response to a change in task variables is possible, and when several
physiological measures, rather than a single one, can be employed,
then it is likely that relatively small differences in task load can
be detected ... in certain situations (e.g., pilot aircraft con-
trol) where it is undesirable to introduce a secondary task and
quantification of overall performance presents considerable diffi-
culty, measures of physiological activity may allow a relative, if
not absolute, assessment of task load to be made."
Their position is not a very strong endorsement, but probably is a repre-
sentative view of the general utility of most psychophysiological techniques.
Additional qualifications that must be considered, however, are the complexity
of data recording and interpretation, the response time of the measure rela-
tive to task demands, and the convenience and acceptance of the technique.
Wisner (ref. 64) has reviewed the often-noted equipment limitations and
data interpretation difficulties in obtaining useful EEC, ECP (evoked
cortical potentials) , EMG, and eye movement data. Biochemical measures are
ruled out by Gumming and Corkindale (ref. 83) because they do not reflect
short-term (minute-by-minute) responses, although they are considered useful
for detecting long-term effects. Pilot acceptance problems can be expected
whenever uncomfortable, cumbersome, or intrusive sensor attachments are
required and when preparation or post-flight procedures are excessively time-
consuming and inconvenient.
Pilot opinion and subjective assessments— When experiential concep-
tualizations of workload are accepted, the pilot's direct perception or
estimation of his feelings, exertion, or condition may provide the most
sensitive and reliable indicators. Jenney et al. (ref. 17) reported
"encouraging findings as to the usefulness and validity of subjective magni-
tude estimates." In their study of workload using an information-processing
task relevant to air-traffic control, they used hourly subjective estimates
of fatigue, tension, and task difficulty to assess workload levels. These
estimates were obtained using the direct estimation techniques developed by
Stevens (refs. 118 and 119). Stevens demonstrated that for many sensory
qualities, including such complex qualities as whole-body vibration and ride
comfort, the subjectively perceived magnitude of the phenomenon being
observed is a power function of the physical magnitude of the sensation-
producing stimulus.
Using a simple rating scale, Borg (ref. 86) reported good agreement
between perceived exertion or difficulty and physiological indicators of
effort (stress). For the most part, these results were obtained on physical
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tasks performed in the laboratory, although similar results were reported for
one study of intellectual work. Good predictions of working capacity were
also reported for such non-laboratory activities as skiing competitions and
cross-country running. In an interesting variation of this technique, Borg
established preferred workload levels by having subjects judge the intensity
of exertion required in a laboratory task as "just about right" for a 1-hr
effort on a familiar task in the field.
In a somewhat different application of subjective assessment techniques,
Cooper and Harper (ref. 16) present the following argument:
"Pilot evaluation still remains the only method of assessing the
interactions between pilot-vehicle performance and total workload
in determining the suitability of an airplane for the mission. It
provides a basic measure of quality and serves as a standard with
which pilot-airplane system theory may be correlated, and signifi-
cant airplane design parameters and characteristics may be deter-
mined and correlated."
In the development of their rating scale, Cooper and Harper emphasize
that such rating categories as "acceptable" and "satisfactory" relate only to
the individual pilot's own assessment, and not to any existing standards,
specifications, or other acceptance criteria. However, the focus of these
pilot evaluations is on handling qualities, defined as "those qualities or
characteristics of an aircraft that govern the ease and precision with which
a pilot is able to perform the tasks required in support of an aircraft role."
And workload is seen as inextricably involved in assessments of such charac-
teristics as precision of control, and separate judgments of physical or
mental effort are not attempted. Thus, the influence of perceived exertion or
task difficulty, if it enters into the pilot's rating at all, is not explicit.
The use of pilot opinion and rating scales is positively accepted by
pilots according to Westbrook et al. (ref. 1); it is the technique preferred
by handling-qualities engineers for workload assessment. It also seems to
satisfy requirements for operational relevance, convenience, and unobstru-
siveness. Its principal limitation is that it has little or no clarity of
focus with respect to either task demands or effort and, without this focus,
its sensitivity cannot be assessed.
A major limitation in the use of experiential indicators of direct per-
ceptual assessments of effort or exertion is that the pilot's awareness of
neuromuscular states or of energy transformations in his body may be severely
limited. Based on extensive clinical studies, Lowen (ref. 120, p. 57) has
characterized both adequate and inadequate self perception as follows:
"All feelings are body perceptions. If a person's body does not
respond to the environment, he feels nothing. Self-awareness is a
function of feeling. It is the summation of all body sensations
at any one time. Through his self-awareness a person knows who he
is. He is aware of what is going on in every part of his body;
in other words he is in touch with himself. For example, he senses
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the flow of feelings in his body associated with breathing, and he
senses all other spontaneous or involuntary body movements. But he
is also aware of the muscular tensions that restrict movements. . . .
In the unaware person there are areas of his body that lack sensa-
tion and are therefore missing from his consciousness. For example,
most people are generally unaware of the expressions on their
faces. . . .. Other areas of the body of which .people are commonly
unaware are the legs, the buttocks, the back, and the shoulders."
Various techniques are currently being explored, most of them still too
new or unorthodox to be adequately represented in the literature, which are
directed toward a retraining of individuals in sensory awareness and sensi-
tivity to bodily feeings (refs. 121-123). However, this kind of sensitivity
is difficult to assess objectively and, more pertinent to this discussion, it
tends to diminish during periods of intense concentration on task performance
or external demands. These are precisely the conditions under which pilot
workload assessments must be made.
Assessment of reserve capacity— According to Rolfe (ref. 65), the use of
this workload assessment technique has its roots in theoretical issues rela-
tive to the number of channels an operator might have available during task
performance and the limitations, if any, on his channel capacity, especially
those associated with perceptual processes., The concept of limited channel
capacity has been summarized by Garvey and Henson (ref. 124) as follows: "It
is reasonable to suppose that, with all other conditions equal, the greater
the error the subject perceives the more effort he expends in attempting to
reduce it and the less of his capacity remains available for simultaneously
contending with secondary tasks or other circumstances which demand his
attention."
The usual characterization of this surplus capacity for attending to other
task demands as reserve capacity derives from arbitrary notions of a man's
total channel capacity, that is, it represents the difference between some
assumed limit and the actual effort expended on a primary task of interest
(ref. 125). A lack of clarity of focus in the use of this technique is indi-
cated in a recent overview of measures of reserve capacity (ref. 85,
appendix A) wherein three kinds of measures are distinguished: (1) loading
tasks — intended to stress primary task performance and performed, if
necessary, at the expense of degraded primary task performance; (2) subsidiary
tasks — performed by the subject only when he feels he can respond with no
decrement on primary task; and (3) information-sampling tasks — a primary
task performed under varying conditions of information availability (e.g.,
time, sampling rate) based on the dubious assumption that if an operator can
perform adequately when important information is available only x percent of
the time, he can direct 100-ic percent of his attention to other demands.
As Rolfe (ref. 65) noted, this technique is primarily a laboratory tool,
and "there is an absence of any indication that results obtained in the
laboratory (the term includes the use of simulators) actually relate to per-
formance in the actual environment of utilization." Westbrook et al. (ref. 1)
expressed the typically low acceptance of this technique by handling-qualities
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engineers: "Experiments have been-run with various side tasks and problem
solving situations. Many of the experiments offer relatively little realism
to the actual flight situation and the piloting job. Consequently, much of
this work has had limited application to practical system design other than
in establishing trends or limits."
A more positive view has been expressed by Roscoe (ref, 63) and his use
of the technique illustrates its potential applicability to actual aircraft
operating problems:
"When a pilot makes a blunder, it may be assumed that he does not
do so intentionally; the blunder occurs because the perceptual,
judgmental, and motor demands of the moment exceed his momentary
attention capacity . . . . During routine flight operations a pilot's
attention capacity exceeds the moment-to-moment demand by varying
amounts, and the continual measurement of his residual attention
provides an inferential index, not only of the pilot's ability, but
also of the relative blunder proneness of the equipment he is using."
In a flight-simulation study of manual-control-system dynamics (ref. 126),
an adaptive information-processing task was used to maintain workload at the
pilot's maximum momentary capacity. Since the rate of information inputs
governing the performance of this side task was increased or decreased auto-
matically as primary task performance (a complex area navigation task)
improved or deteriorated, the display rate with which the pilot could cope
served as a measure of residual capacity. When the side-task demands were
applied, the number of blunders recorded was more than twice as high. More-
over, the measure of residual attention was reported to be sensitive to
differences in airborne systems design after the effects of pilot ability and
training were sorted out.
The two most damaging limitations of the secondary task assessment tech-
nique are interference with primary task performance (obtrusiveness) and poor
clarity of focus when it is used to assess task demands or effort. Kelley
and Wargo (ref. 127) reviewed instances where decrement in both primary and
secondary task performance occur when the technique is used and "when this
occurs, it is impossible to determine the extent to which conditions differ,
since the two sets of units reflecting the difference (i.e., primary and
loading task scores) are incommensurable. Further, if one score is better
and the other worse under the two conditions, there is no way to know which
condition is more difficult." Their recommended solution is the use of a
cross-adaptive technique, such as the side task used in reference 126. How-
ever, in a recent study of adaptive technique, Kelley and Prosin (ref. 106)
concluded:
"It seems there is no simple way that the technique of adaptive per-
formance measurement, so effective in the specific areas previously
studied, can be generalized to complex tasks as such ... If there
are clearcut general rules that can be formulated that will permit
any investigator facing a problem of measuring complex performance
to obtain better measurement by using adaptive techniques, these
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rules were not uncovered in the present project. It is our con-
clusion that complex performance per se is too heterogeneous a
category of performance to provide a good approach to the devel-
opment of adaptive techniques."
The poor clarity of focus is apparent in attempts to apply secondary task
techniques to the assessment of effort. For example, Brown (ref. 128) has
argued that when a subsidiary task is used to measure the relative difficulty
of alternative primary tasks, the level of effort applied to the primary tasks
will be affected, and that this effect will be confounded with the task per-
formance factors of interest (e.g., equipment design variables). In the
comparison of difficult tasks, Brown points out that the difficulty can be due
to many factors (e.g., information load, input rate, response rate, stimulus
compatability) and that any assumption that changes in primary task difficulty
due to these factors will be comparable to those due to the subsidiary task
demands is not justified.
Overview and Critique of Fatigue Assessment Techniques
In view of the many difficulties in defining fatigue, it is not surpris-
ing that very few studies of fatigue per> se have been conducted in the context
of system development studies. Interest in fatigue is most often seen in
operational studies such as those reviewed in references 2, 7, and 31.
Earlier, it was shown in figure 1 that fatigue can be treated as a conse-
quence or concommitant of workload or effort, and that there are many elements
common to both fatigue and workload indicators. Indeed, fatigue is sometimes
used as a dependent variable in workload studies (e.g., ref. 17), and it is
often included as a secondary interest in studies of pilot performance. In
many instances, then, the limitations of workload assessment techniques also
apply to fatigue.
The principal difficulty in applying fatigue concepts and assessment
techniques more explicitly in pilot-factor studies is clarity of focus. In
studies where the phenomena of interest are clearly distinguished, it would
often seem best, as Bartley (ref. 25, p. 4) has suggested, not to use the
term fatigue. "When the ability to perform is actually the central concern
it should be studied as such without pretending that it is fatigue." With
the exception of direct reports of feelings of fatigue, Bartley's suggestion
would seem to be applicable to all of the fatigue indicators listed in
Table II.
In view of the limited applications of fatigue assessment to pilot-factor
studies, the summary of these techniques will be brief. For a more complete
survey of current trends in the assessment of fatigue, the reader is referred
to reference 129. A 1953 symposium of fatigue (ref. 130) is also relevant.
In the discussion below, the major approaches to fatigue assessment are iden-
tified and elaborated only where they appear especially suitable for the
context of interest here.
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Performance decrement— Degradation of task performance over time or in
response to changes in task demands is perhaps the most widely used indicator
of fatigue. Welford (ref. 18) distinguished four kinds of changes that might
occur: (1) impairment of sensory or perceptual functions, (2) slowing of
sensory-motor performance, (3) irregularity of timing, and (4) disorganization
of performance. Measures of performance decrement may be taken on primary
task performance while it is in progress, on separate fatigue tests during
interruptions of the task (or before and after), or on secondary tasks in the
manner previously discussed for assessing reserve capacity. The general
criticism of performance decrement indicators for fatigue is that alternative
ways of accounting for the decrement may be preferred (e.g., boredom, anxiety,
motivation, excessive task demands) and that fatigue effects may not be dis-
closed when subjects compensate by exerting greater effort.
One application of the performance decrement approach to the study of
fatigue appears to have considerable clarity of focus and to be particularly
applicable to the evaluation of, system-design concepts and pilot workload.
Ttiis approach is based on Bartlett's (ref. 36) conceptualization of skill
''fatigue; it is distinguished by its focus on observable changes in behavior
which are taken as a direct reflection of the quality of>pilot performance.
Some examples of the observable breakdown of pilot skills are provided by
McFar'iland (ref. 55) in his summary of the Cambridge "Cockpit Studies" con-
ducted by Bartlett (examples are italicized).
/'
"A large number of R.A.F. pilots were studied under simulated flying
conditions in a standard Spitfire cockpit with full controls and
instruments. The pilots "flew" for at least two hours, some con-
tinuing until exhaustion after six to seven hours ... As the
subjects became more fatigued they were will-ing to accept lower
and lower standards of accuracy and performance. Furthermore,
they failed to interpret the various instrument readings as being
part of a single integrated system, but paid attention to one or
the other of them as individual, isolated instruments. As fatigue
increased, the pilot's range of attention decreased., and forgetting
or ignoring the more distant instruments was common. Possibly the
most significant finding was a general tendency for a sudden
increase in errors at the end of the flight. A tired airman, it
seems, has an almost irresistible tendency to relax when he nears
the airport."
This focus on the actual occurrences of pilot behavior clearly and
directly related to the accomplishment of flight management and/or control
objectives provides a straightforward way out of the conceptual and method-
ological difficulties that characterize more indirect fatigue assessment
techniques. It derives from Bartlett's proposal to adopt, as indicators
for fatigue, "all those determinable changes in the expression of an activity
which can be traced to the continuing exercise of that activity under its
normal operational conditions^ and which can be shown to lead, either imme-
diately or after delay, to deterioration in the expression of that activity,
or, more simply, to results within the activity that are not wanted" (ref. 32,
italics added).
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In addition to its refreshing clarity of focus, this approach is inher-
ently relevant to operational situations, it is unobtrusive, and it does not
appear to involve any characteristics that would evoke negative pilot accept-
ance attitudes. The general limitation noted above, that performance decre-
ment may not be specific to fatigue, has been noted by Davis (ref. 131).
After repeating some of the Cambridge studies, Davis
"came to the view that the disorders of skill observed were more
readily explained as due not to fatigue but to what I then called
'anticipatory tension' . . . . My thesis is that skills tend to
become disordered, and errors to be made, in conditions in which
the outcome of a task is in doubt. In such conditions uncomfort-
able emotions are aroused, to which I shall hereafter refer as
'fear' or 'anxiety', although the term 'anxiety' is often used
in a rather different sense."
Cameron (ref. 29) also agreed that measures of performance decrement are
not specific to fatigue effects, noting that
"the various fatigue phenomena reported by research workers can
reasonably be assigned to a simple inhibition effect known to
occur with extended activity, to an emotional variable similar to
anxiety or fear, and to sleep deficit. Nothing is left to be
accounted for by a fatigue effect, and the term itself is unnec-
essary except as a convenient label for a generalized response to
stress over a period of time."
Cameron went on to develop the familiar argument that fatigue must be
construed as a complex biological phenomenon, that direct attempts to quan-
tify fatigue effects in performance terms are unlikely to prove fruitful, and
that the fatigue problem is imbedded in the whole life pattern of the indi-
vidual.
Note, however, that such broader notions regarding alternative explan-
atory mechanisms for fatigue represent diversions into theory and the postu-
lations of such hypothetical constructs as anxiety and stress. This would
lead back into the unresolved semantic issues discussed earlier and to a
muddying of the clear focus on the phenomena of interest provided by Bartlett's
analysis. An appreciation of additional contributing factors to changes in
the expression of an activity and, especially, to results within the activity
that are unwanted is important, both for controlling these factors in systems
studies and for the effective management of fatigue in operating environments.
These additional factors are considered later.
Behavioral indicators— The use of behavioral indicators of fatigue is
closely associated with the focus on performance change or decrement, espe-
cially whan the behavioral events of interest occur as components of task
performance (e.g., eye movements, speech quality, postural changes). However,
changes in behavior unrelated or only indirectly related to task performance
have also been used as fatigue indicators. The latter include personal and
social behaviors such as increased irritability, increased use of alcohol or
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tobacco, and withdrawal from avocational social activities (ref. 7). Other
behavioral indicators that may accompany or follow from fatigue include such
conditions as inattention or impairment of vigilance (ref. 132).
In their summary .of behavioral changes attributable to fatigue in airmen,
Hartman and Fitts (ref. 133) cite loss of fine motor control, variability in
performance, equivalence of stimuli, stereotyping of movements and responses,
and disjunction of discriminations. Visual fatigue is often treated as a
separate phenomenon (ref. 105); however, Murphy and Randle (ref. 102) recently
studied its relationship to the flying task. They used four behavioral indi-
cators of flight-induced fatigue: (1) the ability to maintain focus on
stationary and moving targets, (2) the speed of monocular accommodation to
abrupt (step) changes in target distance, (3) the ability to voluntarily
control monocular accommodation, and (4) the range of focus.
As the foregoing examples suggest, persuasive arguments can often be
advanced to support the contention that selected behavioral indicators rep-
resent critical elements of effective performance on complex operational
tasks. The problems that remain are the large intersubject differences
typically found in behavioral measures, their low correlations with other
fatigue indicators, and the previously mentioned difficulties in establishing
the specificity of behavioral events to fatigue rather than related states.
Psychophysiolog-ioal assessment of fatigue— The general critique of
psychophysiological techniques presented earlier for workload assessment is
applicable here. A more thorough treatment of the strengths and weaknesses
of this approach is available (ref. 134). The principal difficulties dis-
cussed are : (1) response generality — measures are not specific to various
states conceptualized as fatigue or anxiety (or any other hypothetical con-
struct); (2) response patterning— patterned physiological reactions are often
stimulus-specific and/or peculiar to an individual; (3) response intensity —
poor correspondence between the intensity of psychological (behavioral)
reactions and associated physiological changes; and (4) temporal relation-
ships — some physiological responses occur almost instantaneously (e.g.,
heart rate, GSR) whereas others can be observed only after periods of hours
or even days (e.g., excretion of urinary metabolites).
• The consensus seems to be, as McFarland (ref. 55) concluded, that
"fatigue cannot be considered a simple physiological condition resulting
from sustained activity. Furthermore, if one thinks of the body as a whole,
fatigue cannot be defined solely in terms of biochemical changes in the
muscles or nerves, or by the exhaustion of energy reserves." And so the
problem of clarity of focus presents itself again. The many difficulties in
data collection and interpretation notwithstanding, many investigators have
found psychophysiological indicators to be useful for distinguishing fatigue
states in operational studies, especially where biochemical analysis of blood
and urine were performed (refs. 3, 73, 79, and 135).
Subjective reports— Again, the difficulties in applying subjective
assessment techniques already discussed for the measurement of workload are
applicable for fatigue, especially the limitations in body awareness.
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Interviews, questionnaires, and subjective rating techniques are in wide use;
however, they are most often used in combination with other measures that are
given more emphasis. A checklist developed by Pearson and Byars (ref. 136)
provides a good example of a subjective assessment technique widely used in
operational studies of flight fatigue. The use of direct estimation tech-
niques is exemplified in studies conducted by Grandjean (ref. 50) and Jenney,
et al. (ref. 17).
In his analysis of the concept of mood, Nowliss (ref. 137) observes that
the current usefulness of subjective reports is essentially limited to the
realm of everyday discourse and suggests that their low scientific usefulness
stems, in part, from a scientific Zeitgeist that fosters analytical and exper-
imental investigations of only a few categories of behavior at a time. He is
optimistic about the promise of combining a neurophysiological approach with
more disciplined subjective reporting to achieve more reliable data on private
events. In particular, he cites the work of Kamiya (ref. 138) as providing
"a powerful convergence on private event, trainable verbal report and neuro-
physiological process, such that facts about all three are obtained at a
single level of observation."
Cli-nieal assessment of fatigue— This assessment technique is often simply
a selective synthesis of the techniques already discussed. The distinguishing
characteristic here is the imposition of the medical model of a fatigue syn-
drome (ref. 7), and the focus on the physician's clinical judgment of individ-
ual occurrences of pilot fatigue. Clinical assessment is widely used in
aviation medicine (ref. 2) and is probably an indispensable procedure for the
ongoing assessment and management of fatigue in operational situations. The
latter application is discussed in the next section.
Applications of clinical technique to studies of fatigue in commercial
flight operations are extensively reviewed in references 2 and 7. As noted
earlier, these studies have produced conflicting data on the incidence and
severity of fatigue effects in flying personnel. The central problem, again,
seems to be one of clarity of focus. For example, Schreuder (ref. 2) insists
on a special definition of fatigue to support his general conclusion that
"pilot fatigue as defined is not a common occurrence in the airline pilot. . .'
On the positive side, the clinical approach provides direct assessments of the
effects of the flying task on the well-being of individual pilots reacting to
particular circumstances and conditions.
MANAGEMENT OF WORKLOAD AND FATIGUE
In the foregoing discussion of workload and fatigue assessment in system
development studies, the emphasis was clearly on workload. A major objective
of human engineering activities and ergonomic studies carried out during sys-
tem development is to minimize or optimize the demands imposed on the flight
crew in an attempt to preclude any serious impairment of pilot performance
capabilities or well-being. Fatigue has been treated as one of the mediating
conditions that can lead to the impairment of pilot performance capabilities
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or well-being which accompanies task performance in the actual operational
situation. After the system is operational, then, study emphasis shifts to
the effects of ongoing system operations; fatigue, as a sort of all-inclusive
term for unwanted effects, tends to replace workload as the central concern.
According to Schreuder (ref. 2), the broad aims of operational studies
of fatigue are "to analyze the various ramifications of pilot fatigue in an
attempt to come to'some conclusions as to the severity of the problem." How-
ever, Mohler (ref. 7) suggested a more aggressive approach and emphasizes
positive management control and preventive programs:
"Since no serious person would dismiss potentially detrimental con-
sequences of fatigue to aviation, continuing studies of fatigue are
being conducted. Times change, equipment changes, and responsible
monitoring of altered conditions in relations to fatiguing factors
is a "communal" requirement of those engaged in aviation. Where
fatigue may jeopardize safe operations remedial action is mandatory."
We will now consider the practical concerns of the management segment of
the aviation community rather than the system design and supporting research
interests of the system developers. With respect to workload and fatigue,
the broad objectives of management activities may be stated as the deliberate
effort to control their unwanted effects and to control the implicit threat
these effects pose for flight safety, operational effectiveness, and individ-
ual well-being. A more explicit statement of management objectives would
entail a delineation of unwanted effects, an elaboration of the corresponding
requirements for their early detection, and the implementation of .preventive
or corrective action. The principal categories of unwanted effects are
distinguished below. Current trends in the detection of these effects and in
the application of preventive or corrective techniques are then briefly con-
sidered.
In the preceding discussion of practical significance as a desirable
attribute for workload and fatigue assessments, interactions between pilot
workload, fatigue variables, and other factors were cited as some of the
central difficulties in sorting out the relative contribution of workload and
fatigue to system effectiveness and individual well-being. A full delineation
of the interaction of these additional factors with task demands, actual task
performance, and the many effects associated with fatigue is beyond the scope
of this study. However, before moving on to the more specific objectives and
concerns of management activities, it will be helpful to consider briefly the
general character of these other factors and their functional relationship to
workload and fatigue.
The Role of Other Factors
Some investigators report that factors other than task demands or task
loading seem to have the stronger and more direct impact on system operations
and pilot well-being. For example, Billings and Eggspuehler (ref. 139), in
a study of task loading and fatigue in helicopter pilots, reported that
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differences between subjects were much greater than any differences in per-
formance associated with fatigue or task loading. Cantrell et al. (ref. 135)
suggested that "the problem of task loading seems to have been largely human-
engineered out of the present aerospace system — insofar as the actual oper-
ation of air-transport systems is concerned." They also cite an earlier
study of workload in military transport pilots (ref. 22) which found that
"neither the task load nor the flying hours required were the major sources
of frustration to these pilots, but rather such factors as lack of planned
free time, excessive ramp pounding time, and avoidable enroute delays." The
major categories of other factors and their roles in affecting system effec-
tiveness and pilot well-being are outlined below.
Personal factors— Schreuder (ref. 2) has set the tone for considering
this class of other factors in the following comments:
"In any study of pilot fatigue it is mandatory to also take into
consideration the non-operational aspects of this problem. Among
these are the psychological factors, professional attitudes or
motivation, off-duty activities and the possibility of fear of
flying. With reference to psychological factors, there are mental
conflicts, frustration or anxiety resulting from domestic diffi-
culties, financial or social insecurity, and thwarted ambitions.
Other psychological factors which may cause increased stress are
deterioration in skill or a lack of aptitude for increased respon-
sibility and emotional instability. Also, it is a known fact that
monotony and boredom in performing a task can also cause a sense
of tiredness or weariness."
With regard to motivation, Zeller (ref. 140) considers that one of the
few general conclusions warranted by our current understanding of fatigue is
that "motivation has a powerful influence on the effects of fatigue and must
always be considered in any evaluation ... . ." Cameron (ref. 29) identifies
the danger in generalizing from experimental studies, where high motivation
may overcome small performance decrements, to practical situations where a
high motivation level cannot be assumed.
Following an extensive examination of flight crew and ground personnel
of a French airline, Blanc et al. (ref. 141) emphasize that "occupational
fatigue seems to be favored by the inadequacy of the subject's personality
in respect to the work performed and, in particular, by the absence of
affective investments in the job." Eysenck (ref. 96), in his systematic
study of the biological basis of personality, contends that fatigue is a
direct correlate of the central personality dimension of extroversion-
introversion: "in the case of extroversion-introversion, clearly the concept
in experimental and theoretical psychology corresponding to the personality
dimension is that of fatigue."
Personal factors that have received less emphasis in the literature
include physical fitness (ref. 2), age (ref. 142), experience and training
(ref. 36), genetic factors such as sex and physical constitution (ref. 96),
and even the pilot's life style. With respect to the latter, Schreuder
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(ref. 2) noted that the pilot is in a select socioeconomic stratum and this
often leads to his participation in fatigue-producing, off-duty activities,
such as private business ventures, excessive social activities, and long
commutes by car or air to reporting bases.
Interpersonal factors— Bartley (ref 25. p. 40) related this set of
factors to the motivation for performance that derives from interactions with
other people:
"The fact that we must reckon with is that much of the influence of
the surrounds upon the individual operate at a verbal level, or
at least at the social level, i.e., between the individual and
other people in the many ways they have of interacting as persons.
This means fatigue may be induced or alleviated by things that
people may say to each other."
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Welford (ref. 18) points out that, in many practical applications, it is
not necessary to know a priori what it is that ultimately gives direction to
a subject's dealings with his environment, but that "it is enough to examine
the precise ways in which they control behavior." Social interactions asso-
ciated with management-employee relationships are more accessible for the
study of such controlling influences than those occurring in more personal
interactions (e.g., family or marital). They may both represent significant
sources of interpersonal problems affecting individual motivation. Commun-
ication failures in the exercise of management functions and the trends
toward depersonalization of work were cited by Cantrell et al. (ref. 135)
as important and understudied factors contributing to long-term, military
aircrew effectiveness: "Management factors are perhaps the least studied
of all areas .discussed in this report. It is not clear whether this limited
study is due to the highly sensitive and threatening nature of research in
this area, or to implicit faith among many that problems in this area will
'work out by themselves.'"
Operational conditions and environmental factors— Cantrell et al.
(ref. 135) also reviewed studies of the effects of task conditons and envi-
ronmental stressors (e.g., the human engineering aspects of flight deck
design and such conditions as humidity, ozone, atmospheric and microwave
radiation, visual problems, acceleration, climatic changes, hypoxia, noise,
and vibration). With the possible exception of humidity, noise, and vibra-
tion, these investigators tend to minimize the influence of these factors
in producing either fatigue or performance decrement.
Such factors are the scheduling of work-rest cycles and the effects of
disrupting established biorhythms (in both crew and passengers) may be of
greater significance. Based on his study of aircrew fatigue, Cameron
(ref. 143) concluded:
"Fatigue, as recognized by aircrew, is associated with disturbed
sleep, the causes of such disturbance being: (a) an irregular
pattern of night and day work with insufficient opportunity for
adaptation; (b) variations in local time due to rapid traversing
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of time zones, again with insufficient opportunity for adaptation;
(c) a chronic stress reaction among the aircrew, clinically of a
relatively mild nature, but important as a determinant of sleeping
difficulties."
Cameron (ref. 29) also discussed the relevance'of sleep-deprivation
research to the fatigue problem.
A factor receiving increasing attention and interest is the disruption
of circadian rhythms. Hauty and Adams (refs. 5 and 144) studied phase shifts
in these day-night rhythms and associated effects on aircrew performance
during a westward, an eastward, and a southward flight. They found that,
whereas the latitudinal flights resulted in a primary phase shift in rhythms,
manifested by physiological functions, the longitudinal flight did not,
although significant increments in subjective fatigue were reported on all
flights. Some impairment of performance occurred in westward flights, but
not in the reverse eastward flight, nor in the southward flight.
"Other explanations could be attempted, particularly in retrospect,
but the data obtained from the three flights provide a basis for
the following conclusion: Rapid translocation through many time
zones does effect impairment of "well-being" but this is not
accompanied by a commensurate change in the efficiency of basic
psychological functions" (refs. 5 and 144).
In contrast to the conclusions of Hauty and Adams, Klein et al.(ref. 28)
found significant decrement in flight simulator performance after an eastward
and a westward flight of 8-hr time shift:
"The change in the performance level following transit, in depend-
ence of the coincidence of old and new clock time, was unequal
during the course of the day, but in general the level was sig-
nificantly decreased (up to 40%) at daytime and increased during
the late night hours. A performance decrement seen for the
24-hours total average, in comparison to the preflight control,
was significant only after the eastward (-8.5%) but not after
the westward (-3.3%) flight. The reason for this difference is
mainly seen.in a greater fatigue due to an unfavorable flight
schedule and the more severe sleep loss connected with eastward
travelling."
Klein et al. then consider lowering of total performance level of the
day "to be a result of fatigue caused by preflight activity, the stress of
long distance transportation, and sleep loss mostly connected with external
desynchronization." They did find, however "highly significant mean per-
formance decrements of almost 20% ... at approximately the same day-times;
•Lndi-V-idual changes even reached more than 50%." They suggest that the dis-
crepancy between their results and the results of Hauty and Adams (ref. 5)
was due to a difference in the complexity of the performance tests used in
the two studies. "As already supposed by Hauty and Adams their negative
results may be due to the low demand of their tests."
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A subsequent study by Klein et al. (ref. 145) gave similar results
using a complex psychomotor task, other than a flight simulator, after an
eastward and a westward flight of 6-hr time shift. Results of this study
and evidence from other studies led to the conclusion that "there is reason
enough to assume that the decline of the 24-hour means of temperature and
performance circadian rhythms is provoked by flight stress, sleep loss and
fatigue rather than being a dysrhythmic symptom in itself" and that "impair-
ment of performance at certain times of the day and elevation at others must
be seen as a consequence of a persisting rhythm of sleep-wakefulness with a
displacement in light and deep sleep periods during the night.
Unwanted Effects of Excessive Workload or Fatigue
The term "unwanted" is clearly inadequate for characterizing such
extreme outcomes as aircraft accidents involving fatalities or severe impair-
ment of individual health or well-being. However, workload and fatigue are
seldom cited as a direct cause or even major contributing factors in produc-
ing these tragic circumstances. Hartman (ref. 31) reported that fatigue is
not often identified as a major factor in aircraft accidents, citing USAF
statistics that identify fatigue as a factor in only 2.7 percent of the
accidents occurring in a recent 5-yr period. But Hartman also noted that
"the practicing flight surgeon knows, however, that fatigue is frequently
a secondary factor, and that it stands in the background ready to make its
contribution to pilot error far more often than we, as passengers, might care
to consider."
There are reported instances when fatigue does seem to be a major factor,
and when the consequences of even one such incident are too costly to dismiss
in any statistical analysis of the relative contributions of other factors.
For example, Barlay (ref. 146) describes an accident in which tiredness was
ranked as the second of 11 causes of pilot errors involved in a crash
involving the death of 36 people. "The pilots were well within the officially
permitted limits of duty and rest times, but they were at the end of a long,
tiring day which already included two inevitably alerting or even tension pro-
ducing overshoots" (ref. 146, p. 171).
In most instances, however, the role of fatigue in aircraft accidents
or the serious impairment of the pilot's health is unclear. Barlay
(ref. 146) reiterated the difficulties in distinguishing fatigue as a con-
tributory factor in an accident when existing flight-time regulations are not
violated and when no one knows what the acceptable maximum for safety should
really be. However, in discussing accidents in general, others contend that
"fatigue, although less dramatic, is undoubtedly the most universal cause of
alteration in one's state of consciousness. Because of its lack of drama,
its effects on accident causation are probably underestimated. Yet the man-
ifestations of fatigue are tailor-made to produce accidents" (ref. 147, p. 372).
Scucchi and Sells (ref. 148) reviewed several airline accidents in which
they attribute information overload of crew members to be a major causal factor.
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"In these and most other accidents there is some decision point in
time and space at which an incident is determined and becomes ir-
revocable, even though it has not yet occurred. In most cases such
incidents are products of inaccurate perceptions and decisions or
of failure to make timely critical decisions, rather than of im-
proper control application. . . . This incident. . .and other
numerous incidents not listed in this paper which involved sound
mechanical systems, emphaizes the ease with which the human com-
ponent, as an information processor, may be overloaded, and hence,
may fail."
The decision function is not usually emphasized in workload nor in
fatigue studies, as is, for example, psychomotor performance. Hartmann
(ref. 51), however, contends that mental fatigue produces cognitive changes
that include difficulties in concentrated thinking and the loss of ability
for careful patterning or long-term planning.
With respect to severe impairment of pilot health or well-being,
Schreuder (ref. 2) reports that there is no evidence that flying turbojet
aircraft in scheduled airline operations is excessively fatiguing, deleterious
to health, or conducive to premature aging. For the most part, then unwanted
effects will refer to the more immediate and less extreme consequences of
sustained pilot effort. They are effects that are clearly undesirable and
can lead to more serious consequences, albeit in ways that are probabilistic
and not readily foreseeable. Listed roughly in an increasing order of
criticalness with regard to their potential operational impact, the major
categories of unwanted effects are:
(1) Motivation decrement — including negative feelings and attitudes
toward assigned tasks or equipment (ref. 149), diminished vigor or aggres-
siveness, and disturbances in aircrew morale (ref. 31) — all occurring
without observable decrement in performance or proficiency.
(2) Skill or proficiency decrement — noticeable deterioration in
virtuosity, precision, timing, coordination, etc. (ref. 32) or reserve
capacity (ref. 125), with no significant degradation of system performance
(in terms of mission or operational criteria).
(3) Psychological stress — detectable impairment of perceptual, cog-
nitive, or psychomotor function and/or disorganization of regulatory or
adaptive mechanisms required for effective task performance (refs. 18, 51
and 150).
(4) Performance decrement — operationally significant blunders
(ref. 63), erratic behavior, errors, delays, omissions, etc., which are
clearly related to system performance.
Effective management techniques are needed to monitor indicators of the
first three categories of unwanted effects and, hopefully, to anticipate the
occurrence of either performance decrement or the more severe consequences
of psychological stress soon enough to take corrective action.
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Current Trends in Detection, Diagnosis, and Control
The general requirements for an effective management program for
controlling unwanted workload and fatigue effects have been outlined by Mohler
(ref. 7):
"(1) accurate monitoring of pilots for stress-related symptoms and
conditons (identified in relation to aircraft, routes and schedules),
(2) human engineering of cockpits, (3) the individualization of
scheduling regimens to minimize susceptibility to disruption of
circadian rhythms, (4) close rapport on the subject of fatigue
between pilots, managers, flight surgeons and airframe manufac-
turers, (5) the continuation of interdisciplinary research on
fatigue in aviation activities, (6) more detailed assessments of
the role of fatigue in accidents, and (7) the specific assignment,
within each airline, of key personnel to workload and fatigue
management."
The preferred concepts and techniques for dealing with pilot workload
and fatigue in the operational context appear to be clinical judgment and
field studies directed by specialists in aviation medicine. Airline manage-
ment activities specific to such objectives as optimizing task demands,
controlling environmental stressors, or minimizing fatigue are probably widely
practiced but are not highly visible. Perhaps, as Cantrell et al. (ref. 135)
noted, this reflects "the highly sensitive and threatening nature" of studies
of management factors.
To deal with long-term stress factors, Cantrell et al. (ref. 135) find
that the management-oriented approach to aircrew effectiveness adopted by
USAF for the C-5 program will be required far into the future. This approach
calls for (1) a projection of attrition rates based on prior experience under
comparable stress situations, (2) an estimation of aircrew requirments for
future operations, (3) estimates of training failures (wash-out rates),
and (4) the selection of enough aircrew candidates to ensure that a sufficient
number will be available despite the operation of all potential attrition
factors. However, for economic and other reasons, this military management
policy may not be applicable to commercial operators.
The detection and diagnosis of excessive task demands or pilot fatigue
entails all of the conceptual difficulties and assessment methodology problems
discussed previously. It is likely that pilot complaints, often voiced most
persuasively through labor organizations (ref. 151), are the principal
indicators heeded. Ashkenas and McRuer (ref. 152) characterized pilots as
vocal-adaptive controllers who, up to some limit, maintain adequate task per-
formance under adverse conditions, but who are not likely to remain silent
about the conditions they find objectionable.
The need for a multidimensional approach to fatigue assessment is widely
recognized. "In the measurement of fatigue it would seem that the best
approach would be to combine the measurement of the amount of stress by
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biochemical means with the measurement of level of proficiency after either
a flight or simulated flight" (ref. 2). And, indeed, the use of combined
measures is typical in operational studies (refs. 23 and 135). At most,
however, these combined measurements represent multidimensional assessments
of fatigue effects after they occur; they are of little or no value for
predicting these effects.
The traditional approach to preventing fatigue has emphasized adequate
rest, physical fitness, weight control, nutrition and diet, and moderation
in the use of alcohol and tobacco (ref. 2). Studies of the efficacy of
fatigue-preventive or relieving drugs are ambiguous. For example, Haward
(ref. 153) reported that "modern concepts of aerospace medicine favor the
belief that operating efficiency can be maintained by the administration of
amphetamine-like drugs" and presents evidence for the effectiveness of
Pemoline, a mild stimulant, in sustaining performance on an air-traffic-control
task. However, Haward then makes the following observation on the wide use
of amphetamine by service pilots in England: "To many flight surgeons, the
use of stimulant drugs in such a widespread way is viewed with some degree of
disfavor, partly because of the consequences attendant upon their misuse,
but chiefly because the after-effects impair complex behavioral skills long
after the beneficial effects have been exhausted."
The extent to which cultural hypocrises and prejudgments still operate
to distort studies of psychopharmacological techniques is difficult to
assess. Bartley (ref. 25) has presented a comprehensive review of the use
of chemical agents for relieving fatigue. Positive effects were noted for
substances ranging from aspirin and caffeine, through mood elevators and
psychic energizers, to injections for correcting metabolic deficiencies.
Apart from the usual caution as to the desirability of medical supervision
in their use, Bartley noted only the indiosyncratic effect as a limiting
consideration: "There is none of the medicines in the groups to be discussed
but which has helped or failed to help depending upon the particular nature
of the case."
A promising technique for preventing the occurrence of severe fatigue
effects has been suggested by Haward (ref. 154) on the assessment of stress
tolerance in commercial pilots. Briefly, this technique calls for an in-
flight evaluation of the pilot's stress response and flying proficiency at
the same time. These evaluations would be required only after the occurrence
of some overt indication of psychological stress, (e.g., a nonflying accident
or an incident involving suspect judgment or proficiency). They are planned
on the basis of prior psychological testing and a confidential review of the
difficulties the pilot has experienced on the job. Moreover, they are
conducted, if possible, in the aircraft the pilot typically flies and on
carefully selected flight maneuvers.
An important feature of this technique is that the evaluation is
conducted by an "independently consulted specialist who has the pilot as his
first and exclusive responsibility. He acts for and on behalf of the pilot
and not of the pilot's employers . . . his role is to furnish the pilot with -
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the medical and psychological facts and to provide a professional opinion on
these" (ref. 154).' The procedure is reported as being reasonably inexpensive
and acceptable to pilots. The acceptance attitudes of airline management
to this procedure were not addressed by Haward, and the potentially trouble-
some issue of any requirements imposed on the evaluator to report opinions
that an active pilot was considered to be unfit to fly to regulatory agencies
such as the FAA was cited as an unsettled question.
Cantrell et al. (ref. 135) reported that environmental stressors are
typically seen as already under adequate control, and there is little
pressure for new technological developments for their management. However,
improved management of flight schedules and of numerous nuisance factors
does seem to merit more attention. As examples of these nuisance factors,
Cantrell et al. cited the following conditions as significant contributors
to acute fatigue in military jet transport operations: monotonous tasks,
extraneous duties, length of a flight, length of time on duty before takeoff,
lack of planned free time, excessive ramp pounding time, poor cockpit layout,
administrative practives, the things aircrewmen say to each other and how
they say them, lack of sleep and disturbed sleep, inability to maintain a
schedule, and irregular hours.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This report has presented a conceptual analysis of pilot workload
and fatigue, an overview and critique of various approaches to the assessment
of these phenomena, and a discussion of current trends in the management
of unwanted workload and fatigue effects in the operational environment. The
orientation of this study was said to be practical in that the consideration
of alternative concepts and approaches to the assessment problem was intended
to support the development of more useful working concepts and measurement
techniques for applications to systems development studies and to management
activities. The major conclusions of the study are enumerated below.
Recommendations are then outlined for research directed toward improvements
in the assessment of pilot workload and for a broader consideration of factors
contributing to fatigue.
Conclusions
1. Workload and fatigue must be viewed, from the outset, as constructs
that do not clearly and unambiguously distinguish phenomena of interest
without the addition of more explicit terms of reference. The alternative
concepts reviewed here may be construed as highly interrelated components of
more inclusive conceptualizations of workload and fatigue which must be
separated and clarified to clearly denote specific phenomena of interest in
a particular study.
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2. More explicit referents were sought in the observable and measurable
events and processes various investigators have used as indicators for
workload and fatigue (tables I and II). The central difficulty noted was the
lack of any widely accepted and applied criteria for establishing the
functional relationships between indicators and concepts. Consequently,
measures are often selected or devised, not because they are specific to a
particular conceptualization of workload or fatigue, but because they are of
theoretical interest to an investigator or because they are comparatively
easy to obtain and seem to be sensitive to independent variables of interest.
3. For the applications to commercial flight operations considered
here, a concern for operational relevance, that is, the degree of correspon-
dence between the phenomena examined in the research setting and those
occurring in actual system operations, must be accepted as an essential
feature of selected measurement procedures. Serious inadequacies in the
representation of system-specific task demands and operational conditions
were cited as the major factors acting to degrade the operational relevance
of many studies of pilot workload and fatigue.
4.' The critical review of workload assessment techniques in this
report indicates that, despite conceptual and practical difficulties, the
attempt to develop and apply useful measures of pilot workload is being
vigorously pursued. The workload techniques examined included task-demand
analyses, measures of task performance, psychophysiological measures, and
subjective reports. None of these assessment techniques were found to be
free of significant limitations in their sensitivity to differences in task
difficulty, in distinguishing between physical and mental effort, and in
the-reliability of data acquisition and interpretation procedures.
5. The concept of reserve capacity was considered to be directly
applicable to pilot-factor studies. However, measurement techniques
associated with this concept were found to be severely limited by the
confounding of primary and secondary task performance factors.
6. Explicit studies of fatigue were found to be infrequently applied
to system development studies. The primary difficulty in applying fatigue
assessment techniques more explicitly is the multidimensional character
of fatigue phenomena and their interaction with even more complex phenomena
of individual motivation and stress tolerance. An approach to fatigue
assessment, particularly useful for evaluations of systems design concepts
and pilot workload, was Bartlett's (ref. 36) application of the concept of
skill fatigue. Bartlett's approach on observable changes in pilot behavior
during primary task performance can be clearly and directly- related to the
accomplishment of flight management and/or aircraft control objectives.
7. Many investigators have concluded that factors other than task
demands or protracted effort are.more significant in the occurrence of
fatigue. These other factors include individual differences in personality,
motivation, physical fitness, and lifestyle, as well as such si-t national
factors as operational management policies, disruption of established
biorhythms and sleep patterns, and exposure to various environmental
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stressors. The relative contribution of personal versus task-specific fatigue
factors is an important unresolved issue.
8. The review of current trends in the management of unwanted workload
and fatigue effects indicates that (1) there is considerable disagreement
with respect to the incidence and severity of the problem, (2) the preferred
concepts and techniques for dealing with pilot workload and fatigue appear
to be clinical judgment and field studies directed by specialists in aviation
medicine, and (3) the focus of preventive and corrective measures is more
often on the individual pilot rather than on such factors as task design,
performance aids, management practices, flight scheduling, or progrmas for
enhancing stress tolerance.
Recommendations
The survey of conceptual and assessment issues presented here does not
clearly support recommendations for the adoption of any particular working
definition of workload or fatigue or for the application of any particular
measurement techniques. It is expected that the terms workload and fatigue
will continue to be used to refer to multidimensional phenomena. An
investigator may choose to focus on only one of the alternative concept
referents considered here, or he may attempt a more inclusive, multidimen-
sional assessment. In every instance, however, it is essential that more
explicit terms of reference be provided if serious communication problems
and the confusing of study results are to be avoided.
To achieve the desired clarity of focus, a rigorous distinction between
task demands, pilot effort, and performance effects is. recommended. Task
demands are regarded as system attributes, derived from the consideration of
such factors as aircraft control and subsystem managment requirements,
mission and flight segment objectives, environmental conditions, and external
constraints imposed on the conduct of the flight. Effort encompasses both
predicted and act'ual pilot (or crew) responses and reactions to a specified
set of demands and is thus construed as a pi-lot attribute, heavily influenced
by inter- and intraindividual differences. Performance effects are the
consequences or concomitants of effort and may have impact on either system
performance or individual well-being; fatigue is thus treated as one kind
of performance effect.
With respect to workload, significant improvements in both measurement
and management can best be accomplished by refinements and innovations in
the analysis and measurement of pilot effort. Human-factors engineering
activities are already being applied to task demand analysis, and effective,
techniques are available for this application. However, systematic attempts
to assess effort pev se are considerably less in evidence, despite the fact
that such assessments are needed for the empirical evaluation and adjustment
of task demands. Innovations in the direct assessment of effort would also
provide a basis for developing more effective "effort control" techniques.
For example, special training programs could be designed to enable pilots to
minimize the effort required to satisfy a given set of demands or to enchance
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the pilot's tolerance of the acute and long-term effects of protracted or
intense effort.
A synthesis of conventional energistic approaches and contemporary
developments in the voluntary regulation of psychophysiological processes
using biofeedback techniques (refs. 155 and 156) is regarded as offering
a promising basis for defining more effective effort assessment and control
procedures. For example, directly accessible neuromuscular tension patterns,
which can be reliably related to both central neurophysiological states
(ref. 157) and task-relevant phenomena of attention and perception (ref. 158),
could provide a basis for modeling and measuring pilot effort.
It is also recommended that greater emphasis be placed on cognitive
processes underlying decision-making and procedural tasks in future studies
of pilot task loading and fatigue effects since aircraft accidents have
been attributed to information overload and since degraded cognitive
functioning has been attributed to fatigue.
Finally, a more systematic integration of recent developments in sleep
research (ref. 51) and studies of fatigue effects is recommended. In
particular, the role of such qualitatively different sleep states as
synchronized and desynchronized sleep, as both an important antecedent
condition for fatigue states and as a more or less effective restorative
process, should be investigated.
Ames Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Moffett Field, California 94035, June 7, 1976
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